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INVEST IN IS. 1111//NCA5 50N425

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 19, 1949

tier Musicians
nk Second In
ate Festival Rate,

Barney Linton Named
To Honor Fraternity

II local Entries
perior Or Excellent,
ly Manual Receives
igher Score

Jr. Baseball Team
To Be Sponsored
By Legion Post

Franklin D. Roosevelt, J
Wins Congress Seat

'Work Will Begin
Soon On Water
Fiftration Plant

Boys To Report For
Practice Tuesday
Morning At VFW
Park, Manager Says

tier High School instrumen
made 10 superiors ane
excellents in the State tligh
'Music Festival last weekat Bowling Green. Only one
1, duPont Manual of Louiswith 12 superiors and four
ents, rated higher.
th entries in the vocal diwere rated superior,
•
to 12 the number from
er who were in the top rank.
• Butler Band was the only
to rate superior in Class B
petition, for high schools of
to 750 pupils. Manual's band
superior in Class A, and the
wnee of Louisville band was
nor in Class BB cornpeti-

Number 47

Engineers Advise City
Officials Plans For
• Improvements Are
Ready Now

Louisville Trade Board
Plans Kentucky Tour

Will Convene State Tax Commission In Princeton
To Hear Individual Taxpayers; Hearing Will
Be Public,"No Cause For Alarm For Any Citizen
Who Believes In Being Treated Like His Neighbor"

An American Legion Junior
Plans for improvements to
baseball team will be sponsored
Louisville,— (AP) — The
Princeton's water plant have
this summer for the first time
Louisville Board of Trade
been completed, according to a
The assessment of each prop- it will be eliminated. If assessby the Post here, 'Fred Jake,
has announced plans for
message from Black and Veatch
adjutant, announced.
erty owner who requests that his ments.are reasonable and fair, the
sponsoring
a
tour
by
special
engineers, read at Monday
tax levy be reviewed by the State action of the Caldwell County
All boys who had not reached
train of 24 Kentucky cities
night's. city Council meeting. The
Tax Commission will receive this Board of Supervisors will be susthe age of 17 years on January
June 21-24
engineering company stated
attention, Commissioner of Reve- tained."
1, 1949, are eligible to try out for
Bruce Hoblitzel Sr., board
specification
are
s
now
process
in
nue H. Clyde Reeves said this
the team, Jewell Patterson, manCommissioner Reeves' letter, in
president, said the "Get acof preparation and work on the
week . . and the hearings will full, follows:
ager, said.
quainted
with
Kentucky,
improvements will probably bebe held in the courthouse here
Commonwealth of Kentucky
First practice session will be
tour" was planned to acgin at an early date.
early in June.
Department of Revenue
at 8:30 o'clock, Tuesday mornquaint
Kentuckians
with
atFrank B. Linton
The proposed improvements
This information was contained
Frankfort
ing, May 24, in VFW ball park.
tractions
for
tourists
in
the
Lexington,—Frank B. Linton,
include a filtration plant, water
in a letter from Mr. Reeves to The
May 13, 1949
state.
son of Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton, Practice will be each Tuesday
softener
other
and
modern
faciliLeader which states further: Editor
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. S. Hunter Green will be in
Princeton, was one of ten stu- and Thursday morning until furties.
Plans
and
specifications will
"There is no occasion for any Princeton Leader
New York, — Franklin D.
charge of arrangements for
dents at the University of Ken- ther notice, Mr. Patterson- said. Roosevelt,
taxpayer who believes in being Princeton, Kentucky
Jr., won a seat in be submitted to the State Dethe
tour.
tucky elected recently to mem- Permission has been granted by Congress
treated like his neighbor to be- Dear Sir:
Tuesday in a triumph- partment of Health, Bureau of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars
bership in Omicron Delta Kappa,
come alarmed. If there is subIn the interest of clarifying the
ant battle with Tammany Hall Sanitary Engineering, for ap- V
Post'
for
the
Junior
team
to
use
men's national leadership honorstantial inequality in assessments, assessment situation in Caldwell
which his father fought early in proval.
Howard
Rice
the park, Mr. Jake said.
Seriously
ary.
The city board of tax supercounty, I hope you will print the
1 Butler instrumental and
All eligible and interested boys his political career 35 years ago.
III Following Stroke
A graduate of Butler High
following statement in an early
The lanky, handsome young visors, composed of George Steal numbers entered in the
are invited to try out for the
Howard Rice, cashier of Farmissue of the Princeton Leader.
tests were rated either super- School, Linton is a senior in the team which will be made up, of scion of one of the nation's fam- phens, S. J. Ledford and Henry
ers National Bank, was reportThe Department of Revenue unor excellent. K. V. Bryant College of Agriculture at the 16 players chosen from those ous political families was the Butler, ni session since last
dertook to assist the county tax
Thursday, is reviewing and mak- ed slightly improved at the
all instrumental num- University.
who come out consistently for first of the late President's five
Omicron Delta Kappa, was
commissioner in improving and
ing corrections where indicated Princeton Hospital following a
except violin, and Miss
practice, the manager said. Intra- children to run for office.
founded at Washington and Lee
equalizing assessments of propin city tax assessment lists, it stroke suffered Thursday mornLegion, Jaycees And
squad games will be played
• y Stowers directed vocal
erty in Caldwell county. This was
University in 1914, and the Uniwas stated. City Assessor W. E. ing at the bank. It was noticed
as,
find good combinations and suitKiwanis Club To
done at the request of local civic
Jones is meeting with the super- he was having difficulty in waitdes the band, other entries versity of Kentucky Nu Circle able players for each position,
organizations and local officials.
visors and persons aware of Cor- ing on a customer, a doctor was Sponsor Trip
ed superior were Jimmy was installed in 1925. Its pur- he said. Those who are not inThe County Board of SuperThree Butler High School Junrections which should be made, called and he was taken to the
baritone horn; David pose is to recognize men who cluded in the regular team may
may see the board at the city hospital, where his condition is ior boys will be sent to Bluegrass visors sharply reduced some as:ander, French horn; How- have attained a high standard of continue to take part in the
sessments made by the tax comhall.
still serious.
Boys State Week,June 11-18, Fort
Stone, clarinet; Ftosie Beck, leadership in collegiate activities morning intra-squad games, he
Recognition Given
missioner. This may have been
clarinet; Bobby McConnell, and to bring together the most added.
Knox,
by
the American Legion entirely proper. However,
For Outstanding
it has
et; Bobby McConell, Bobby representative men in all phases
Regulars Lose To
Uniforms will be furnished by
Post in co-operation with the Jun- been charged that, deliberately or
Achievem
and Jimmy Leftwich, cor- of college life.
ent
Randolph Motors, Ford dealer.
ior Chamber of Commerce and otherwise, the Board of SuperLast week Linton was one of In
Twelve Butler high School Smithland Team, 4-3
trio; Patsy Horn, alto saxatowns where Junior teams are
Princeton
Regulars
lost
the
to
Kiwanis Club, Fred Jake, visors played favorites.
seven
members
of
the
livestock sponsored by the American Le- pupils were recognized Tuesday
ne; Donna Marcia Boitnott,
For many years, it has been the
Smithland,
4-3,
Sunday
afterjudging
team
Post adjutant, announced.
who received gion Posts, Ford dealers co-oper- night at Senior Class Night ac• Mary Virginia Meadows,
practice
of the Kentucky Tax
noon
in
the
second
game
of
the
tivities for outstanding achieveThose who will attend are Rob- Commission to review actions
lin Margaret Grisham, so- Block and Bridle scholarships ate in this way, Mr. Jake said.
Twin-States Baseball League. 6 Year-Old Child Suffers
of
ment.
ert
H.
no solo, and the girls' glee awarded junior and senior memMcConnell,
Charles
W. Board of Supervisors whenever
Princeton's team
wil play
After a scoreless five innings, Fractured Skull In
bers of the team. Block and other Junior
Awards
Adams
were
and
made
David
Alexander.
as
The their findings were in marked disfollows:
teams of the First
mporary fraternity District. Winner in the district Woman's Club award to the Smithland's Pugh drove in three
boys were chosen by the faculty agreement with recommenda
hte excellent division were Bridle is anLe
Accident
tions
runs when he doubled with the
for
oustanding
agriculture
on
stu- will play in the regional, the outstanding girl in Home Ecothe basis of leadership, schol- of the Department of
, sight reading; Billy MitchGloria Sue Lamb, 6-year-old
Revenue.
bases
loaded
in
sixth.
the
Each
dents.
The
scholarship was an- winner in the region going to
baritone horn; Jimmy Hodge,
In keeping with the established
the nomics, Sarah Joyce Scott, $5; team made a score in the seven- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Austin arship and co-operation, Mr. Jake
• Don Gregory, drums, and nounced at fifth annual Honors State series. The State winner Rose Goldnamer award to two
practice, the Kentucky Tax ComLamb, Dawson Road, is in a fair said.
th
and
the
Regulars
picked
up
This is the first year Princeton mission has notified many
by McConnell, Bobby Hogan, Day exercises at the University. will play in the Little World outstanding English pupils. Jo
proptwo more in the eighth. Pickens, condition in the Princeton hos- boys have been
sent to the LegLester, $50, and Harold Price,
v Mitchell, David Alexander,
Series.
pitching for Princeton, struck pital after suffering a fractured ion-sponsored Boys State Week. erty owners of Caldwell county of
$20;
Rumsey Taylor 22nd annual
its desire to review the reductions
Wilson and Jimmy Hodge,
District play will begin in July
out 17 batters. The Regulars will skull when struck by an autoBoys from all over the State made in their assessments
sextet.
Mr. Jake said. This mid-summer award for the outstanding Senior play at Grand Rivers Sunday.
mobile late Wednesday afterby the
who
attend
the
program
will form board.
• tines for other schools in the
date has been set in order to per- athlete, based on athletic pernoon, May 11, in front of Beshpolitical
parties and elect State
If any taxpayer, who
rumental division in this area
mit players time to practice after formance, scholarship and perears Lumber Company, Dawson
and local officials. Inauguration such a notice, believes received
luded Madisonville, seven
all schools in the State are dis- sonality, Gene Croft, medal; CAI- Fourth Graders Take
the first
Road.
of the "governor" will be Tues- assessment to have
zenshhip medal presented on the Train Trip Tuesday
riors and five excellents; Girls Are Awarded
been too high
missed, he added.
The accident occurred when day
night,
June
14,
and
this
cereand
vote
that
the assessment made by
of the faculty, Jacueline , Twenty-three Fourth Grade the little girl ran in front of a
ensboro, three and eight; Blue Ribbons In
Lost fall 17 players who took
mony is open to the public, Mr. the Board of
kinsville, two and four; HenSupervisors was
part in the World Series games Shoulders.
pupils of Easts I d e Grade veer -driven by the Rev. Raymond Jake
said.
The
week's
program
Judging
Contests
more nearly correct, he should
DeKalb medal for oustanding School, accompanied bS, their Carl Boyd, Route 1, Dawson
n, two and six; Trigg Counwere graduates of American Lewill
be
one
of
training
in
Ameriwrite the Department of Revenue
one superior; Bowling Green,' Faye Young, Linda Villines gion Junior teams, and about work in agriculture, first year teacher, Mrs. Carl Moore, went Springs. She apparently waited
can citizenship and government. in Frankfort before
May 25. A
two, and two goods; Marion, and Luretta Traylor won trips half the majcr league players presented, Edward Neal; Semler- by cer to Dawsoil Springs Tues- until a car corn:rig from PrincePrinceton's
representati
ves have simple letter is all that is required
excellent; Mayfield, two ex- to June 4-H Club Week, Lexing- once played on Junior teams, Mr. shhip medals, Jo Lester and day and returned by train. An ton passed and then started been
invited to attend a banquet and it may be written
Gene 'Croft: Music medal to ice cream treat was furnished across the road without
on the back
ents, and Russellville, three ton, in 4-H judging contests Sat- Jake said,
looking June 2 at Paducah in honor of of
the notice which the taxpayoutstanding musician in Senior by Mrs. Moore. Parents who took in the other direction, Louis
ellents and two goods. Not urday at the courthouse.
W. those attending Boys State Week er received.
Miss Traylor will represent
The assessment of
Class, Billy Mitchell; Kiwanis the children to Dawson Springs Oliver, State policeman,
of these schools entered as
said.
from this section. Paducah will the property of
the county in the State foods Two Will Attend Fire
each taxpayer so
Club medals for outstanding were Gilbert Chandler and Mesy contests as did Butler.
Mr. Oliver, who lives near the have 36 representatives at Fort
requesting will be reviewed. The
work in Home Economics and in dames Dewey Brinkley, Oscar scene of the accident
bout 2.100 musicians took judging contest. Misses Young School In Lexington
and
Knox.
artaxpayer will be advised when
and Villines will judge canning
Clyde Kercheval, chief of future Farmers of America ac- George and Owen Crowder.
in the festival.
rived in time to help carry the
The boys will live in barracks the members of the
and clothing, respectively, in the Princeton's Fire Department, and tivities, Connie Brasher and Ed
Kentucky Tax
child from the road, reported and will be in the care of train- Commission
will be in Caldwell
district contests next Wednes- Delmar
Shortt,
department Neal; LTDC award for the best Mrs. D. D. Dugan
the driver was exonerated of ed supervisorst Mr. Jake said.
Honored
county to talk with him about his
day, at Hopkirtsville.
member, plan to attend the Ken- essay on "Federal Aid to the
Mrs. D. D. Dugan, of Ashland, blame. Rev. Mr. Boyd was drivThe same week Pat Horn and assessment. It is expected
,Ribbons in the judging con- tucky Fire School June 7-9, South in the War Between the and a former resident here,
this
was ing at an estimated 35 miles an Rosie Beck, Butler, and Barbara will be early
in June.
tests
were
awarded
Misses Lexington. About 400 fire fight- States," David Alexander, $5.
elected one of two vice-presi- hour, a witness told the officer. Williams, Fredonia High School,
These
hearings are simple and
Young, Villines and Traylor, ers from the State are expected
dents at the 114th state convenAbout 10 years ago another will attend Girls State Week, Lex- public. There is no occasion
for
blue; Lu Ann Creekmur, Eleanor at the annual training session,
Mrs. Rebecca Arnett, Daytona tion of Christian Churches , held daughter of Mr.
ington,
under
the
sponsorship
and
Mrs.
of
Lamb
come Eligible To
any taxpayer who believes in beCrenshaw and Doris George, red, State Fire Marshal W. L. Martin Beach, Fla., is the guest of re- in Ashland last week,
it has been was fatally injured when struck the Legion Auxiliaries of Prince- ing treated like his neighbor
to
n For County Tax
and Joyce Jarvis, white.
said.
latives here.
announced
ton and Fredonia and the Prince- become alarmed. If there
by a car on the Dawson Road.
is subton
Business
and Professoinal stantial inequality in assessments,
ommissioner
Women's Club.
our Caldwell countians passed
it will be eliminated. If assesstax commissioners' examinements are reasonable and fair,
last week and are eligible to
To Practice In Capital •
the action of the Caldwell Counfor that office, H. Clyde
Lexington:—(AP)—John Sher- ty Board of Supervisors will be
yes, commissioner of revenue,
man Cooper, former United sustained.
ounced this week.
States senator from Somerset,
Sincerely yours,
hey are Miss Maggie M. Dunsaid this week he will practice
H. Clyde Reeves,
Earl H. Hillyard, Herman L.
law in Washington.
Commissidner of Revenue
4V011
C
•
Phens and Floyd Young. Mrs.
•••
J. Larkins, present tax cornloner, is eligible without exation.
ntucky law requires all can• tes for county tax commisner to pass this examination
,
The first ticket for Mayor and objectives for Princeton, to be
ept the person who now holds
Councilmen to be announced in published a little later", Mr.
114.4•P.*
7.•"‘
office may seek re-election
the election coming up this No- Lacy said this week.
out examination.
vember is that headed by Con- "Our ticket is comprised mostit the State, 263 of
.415 persons
way Lacy for mayor and Lee ly by young men who have an
ng the examination passed
Cardin, Kentucky Bi-Products earnest desire to see Princeton
cessfully and have been mailCo.; J. Bart Griffith, war veter- go forward and to develop as
certificates. The other 152
an, commander of the American indications seem to point out it
er failed or did not
complete
Legion Post 'here and I. C. em- will in the next few years, the
examination. In 1945, only 79
461.•e,
ploye; Cooper Crider, farmer; candidate for Mayor said.
sons took the examination, 57
whom passed.
Walter Rogers, grocer; Willard
"We ask the people of PrinceThe number of persons
"Bill" Milstead, Capitol Theater ton to read our platform, prheri it
with
employe, and Hugh E. Black- appears in this newspaper, probqualifications who took the
e.nation
burn, motor car dealer, as can- ably next week, and to to give
is encouraging."
didates for membership on the our group, to be known as the
eunissioner Reeves said. "In
City Council.
counties, several good
'Citizens Ticket',
consideration
canates are available. I hope
"Our platform is being pre- when they go to cast their balitonyer. etvt, caw."autojibor (
1144IPV
they
run. Then, citizens will have
pared now and we will have a lots in the November general
0PPortunity of selecting from
full statement of our aims and election," Mr. Lacy concluded.
qualified the person who
think will do the best and
rest job of
assessing Property."

Three To Attend
Boys State Week

12 Pupils Receive
Awards Tuesday

2.49
.60
1.00
.19
1.50
1.00
2.50
6.00
.60

Gloria Sue Lamb
Struck By Car

Three Win Trips
To 4-H Club Week

I

From County
ass Examination

tend Shrine Ceremonial
arik

Franklin, Robert Mcee, Walter Varble and
Hugh
•'irburn attended the Shrine
g Ceremonial Friday
In
Tenn. They were acPonied to Nashville by Mrs.
In and Mrs. McGehee.

Of Pneumonia
as Wands Cummins, daugh-

of Mr. and Mrs.
K. R. CumS. Jefferson
street, is ill
Pneumonia.

(1.441,401SWAIM,4

r11111~,
V
,,X•11114

4.64v.

46,1$44 frts

John B. Morgan In Race
For County Court Clerk

'lb the Voters and Citizens of
Caldwell County:
After having been approached by numerous Interested citizens throughout the County and
after careful consideration of the
responsibilities of the office, I
hereby announce myself as a
candidate for Caldwell County
Clerk, subject to the action of
the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. L.

If nominated and elected, I
will perform the duties of the
office to the best of my ability,
without regard to politics or Individuals.
I hope to see each voter personally, but if I em not able
to do so, please consider this my
personal solicitation for your
support end ipfluenee in this my
first race for County office.
John B. Morgan

Thor

• Two
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PUSLISHILD EOIGIY THURSDAY
GRACIAN H. PtDLI
liNTOR AND PlaiLieNtils

DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
ADVERTISING AI

Entere•I as second clam matter at Princeton. Ky., under
the Act of Congreas of March 11. U179
Subenripillon prime; In County. 1111;
State. 0.60, Out-of-State. El. Cords of Thanks, $1. Resolutions
SI Respect, I cents a word. UnsolicitedinPoem;
II cents a word, Reading notices. le cents a line.

By G.M.P.

IDEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED ramss—The Ammoniated
Atkin of all the local news printed In this newspaper. nil Press Is entitled exclusively to the us* for repubil•
Well as all AP newsdispatches
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
MEMBER NATIONAL RIDITORLAL ASSOCIATION

A street preacher using loud Interior Journal which has a
speakers at Maryville, Tenn., piece about a ham robber's capwas fined ;50 in city court there ture on its front page . . . disone day last week for violating closing that three of the stolen
an ordinance. Princeton has no hams were recovered, with the
A carnival which visited Princeton was found on the carnival
lot but this may ordinance against loud speakers culprit, in the belfry of the
being used in the business disat Paducah last week . . . and did not en- safely be taken for granted.
colored Baptist Church. In the
trict . . to the considerable
joy the same freedom of action in the McThe marihuana cigaret angle is, of turbance of the peace . . but churchyard, eight more of the
Cracken metropolis always accorded such
course, fraught with the direst 'Bangers such an ordinance undoubtedly missing hams were found. The
traveling aggregations here. In fact, the
is needed here.
hams were all from Mercer
to the morals, health and even the lives
*
*
*
carnival folk fell into serious trouble.
county, where farmers had lost
Among
busines
s folk, Howard a total of 19 recently.
First two of the visiting "showmen" of the people who were suffering such
Rice's
*
a •
got themselves arrested for short-chang- visitors to remain in their midst; for sally sudden illness was univerdeplored last week. Mr.
The editor of the Interior
ing some of the Paducah business folk. A marihuana smokers are bereft of morals Rice, quiet, unassuming,
gentle- Journal published an editorial
subsequent search of their hotel room and completely
manly and kind to all, was ad- express
out of control.
ing regret about a news
mired
disclosed 10,000 marihaUna cigarets.
Princeton was for many years a prime who and greatly liked by those item which told of a friend became
into
daily contact
Meanwhile, McCracken county's sanita- favorite with carniva
ls. The license fee him . . . all of whom hopewith ing arrested for drunkenness .
he saying he much prefers to print
rian, an official of the county health of- here was low
and toleration of all the may have a speedy recovery.
nothing but good news but feels
fice, inspected the grounds where the sins of the so-call
ed shOw folk was at a and team sports.
he must publish such items as
carnival was doing business . . . and very comfor
*
*
*
table Jilgh, for them. This
the drunk's arrest "because we
promptly swore out a warrent charging situation
Dr. Kenneth L. Barnes, a believe
was remedied, in part, in recent
such publicity is a greatgreat favorite here at
operation without a health department years by enactm
ent of an ordinance which also a popular man home, is er deterrent to public drunkenwith his
permit and maintaining a common nuis- materially
increased the license charge fellow physicians, everywhere. ness than a $10 fine."
*
*
*
ance. The carnival was set
just outside here, so that unless the carnivals gain He has been serving for some
George Stephens says it is no
Paducah's city limits.
sponsorship of one of the veterans' or- months on a State-wide commit- wonder to him Pennyriler is not
An affidavit supporting the warrant ganizations,
they do not locate inside tee for improved medical ser- able to go the gaits necessary to
vices to the public at large and having fun
charged the carnival with "maintaining a Princeton's
these days. George
limits often. Still, some come last week,
was elected first
condition prejudicial to the health, com- to perpet
rate their numerous evils at the president of the Southw vice says he has been like that for
estern some time and opines good befort, property, sense of decency and mor- edges
of our town.
Medical Association, at a conven- havior,
regular hours and the
als of the citizens at large."
The example of how to 'eal with carni- tion in Paducah.
other exemplary habits of maAs has been often stated in these vals set
*
*
*
by our neighbors down at Paduture years are a necessity, in adcolumns, nothing other than what the Mc- cah ,last
There
week is that of an enlightened openin is, I am advised, a fine dition to be an approved virg
in
Princeton for a sign tue.
Cracken county officials found to be true community
whose public officials are painter. Saul Tom
Simmons,
of the carnival which visited their com- awake
* • *
to the dangers to morals, health Merle Drain and others, having
Vaudeville is staging a surmunity last week is to be expected of and
human life which come when un- tried their hands at this work, prisingly successful
come-back
this type traveling show. The warrant did princip
led strangers, usually the masters advise me they positively are in the big time Mecca of that
not state explicitly that dirt and filth
throug
h
and
will
go to Hopkins- type of entertainment, the Palace
of all the arts of the gyp and the charlaville, if necessary, the next time Theater
of several highly dangerous varieties was tan,
, New York . . much to
bring a carnival to a community.
they need signs painted.
the delight of old-timers and a
* * *
good many of the younger genDick Ratliff's project, between eration
. Opinion of the stage
the railroad and "Dead Man's crafter
s is that television has
Curve,
"
on
the
Cadiz road, is been responsible for this.
Kentucky's Fred Vinson is one of the oefore
him. He was a student in his young eye catching . . . and very help* *
most photographed men in Washington.
*
years, and that disposition is his as he ful to that section of town. His
While I have had no personal
And just a few years ago he was a mem- •
plan for a road to connect the contact
s with him since the days
ber of the Kentucky delegation in con- stands at the pinnacle of judicial emin- Cadiz highway with US
82, at when we
gress, recognized as a man of much more ence. And by those who knew him when the south side of Jim Shrews- didates both were officer canin a World War II trainthan ordinary ability but with few, even he was just plain Fred Vinson, his path bury's lot, ought to have the ar- ing camp, I am sure our neighdent
support
of both city and
among his closest friends, foreseeing the to fame has been watched
with pleasure. county. It would be still better, bors over in Union county are
fortunate to have
spectacular rise from county seat resi- His
progress has been both steady and of course to run this connect- a citizen as Tom so splendid
T. Richards
dent to chief justice of the supreme court rapid.
The times have been responsible ing link from Deed Man's Curve serving them as county judge.
of the United States. Although he began for
due
West
to
the
Eddyvil
le Road, Judge Richards has just anhis appointment to the several high
coming out near the new hospi- nounce
his congressional career in Louisa, he posts to
d his candidacy for rewhich President Harry S. Tru- tal site.
changed his residence for the larger op- man
election. He has the education,
and former President Franklin D.
* *
*
the family background, the temportunities in law practice in Ashland, Roosev
While Dick is making a sub- perame
elt called him when in search of a
nt and the good will to
largest city in eastern Kentucky, while man
whose superior ability recommended stantial payment on Edwin make an outstanding public ofout of congress. But when he return
Lamb's
bulldoz
er,
his
talente
d ficial.
ed to him. The Presidents who promoted Fred
wife, Lois,
the U. S. house of representatives after M.
*
*
Vinson from congress step by step to rator's art is plying her decoover
at Madisonville
being away two years he was really on
The current Boy Scouts bulchief justice never had to guess at his these days. Dr. Thomas
told her letin
his way toward the top, which he reache
d stature. It was there, commanding notice, recently that working for severalsays: A man may fall
times . . . but
in the federal judiciary in June, 1946
demanding attention, justifying honor- others wouldn't hurt her . . . a failure 'until he startshe isn't
saying
Born in jail—as he facetiously says,
but opined she'd be sick in bed somebody
be- able mention.
pushed him.
cause his father was jailer of Lewis
if she had to spend the same
* * *
There is only one government post that time
and effort "ironing at
county at that time—it is Louisa he
Adversity is sometimes hard
still Fred M. Vinson could fill that is higher home."
upon man; but for one man who
claims as home when he talks of
* *
coming than the position he now holds, and to
*
can stand prosperity, there are a
back to Kentucky to mingle with
From Stanford Banker Arthur hundred that
the most lawyers being chief justice of the
will stand adverhome folks. His experience as a
lawyer supreme court is held a more distinguish- McGough sends a copy of the sity.
—Thomas Carlyle.

Neighbors Deal Rightly With Carnival

By Jane Bads
Washington — Whenever the
test tube boys in the Department
of Agriculture want to get the
public's reaction to certain new
foods they try them out on employes eating in the building's
cafeteria. Sometimes forms are
circulated at meal times when
recipes are tried out, and diners
are asked to put down what they
think of the food. Sometimes
they just wait to see if the diners
ask for the foods a second time.
Currently the Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry is getting "public reaction"
to such new foods as lemon
meringue pie made with a soybean protein whip instead of
egg white and orange sherbet
made from a new frozen puree
of tree-ripened oranges.

ing mark of ability than to be Presid
ent
of the United States. A chief justice
is
chosen beccause his training and
experience warrants his being singled
out,
while a President's election is princip
ally political. As a party nominee, the
President campaigns, while one being
considered for chief justice occupies that
enviable status without making applica
tion for it, and when he is recom
mended
and the senate confirms him, he
has
reached 'the most exalted position
for
which a legal background has qualifi
ed
him. This is the record of Kentuc
ky's
Fred M. Vinson, now chief justice of
the
U. S. supreme court.
(Owensboro Messenger)

Kentucky On The March

State Needs Good Eating Places
By Ewing Galloway
Few will fall out with you if you insist
that Kentucky is what it is because Kentuckians are what they are.
I'm following that line of reasoning
a little farther by saying Kentuckians are
what they are largely because the food
they eat is what it is.
About 49 of every 60 adults who are
working cheerfully for a living and doing their bit for the public good are well
fed, which means good foodstuffs in the
first place and first-rate cooking in the
second place.
About people below par it is safe to
put the ratio in reverse. Like a steam
engine fired with inferior coal, a person
who eats low-grade food doesn't perform
well.
Thirty years ago I was talking with
James Derieux about the kind of South
Carolinians who elected Cole Blease governor, then senator. Derieux was a newspaper reporter on tour with Blease, who
appealed to the most primitive prejudices
f the state's most backward voters.
"Those people are what they are beIse they eat thy very commonest grade
food," said Derieux. "Back-country
•
le and none too well enlightened, but
' -ally as good as you and me. They
1
on corn pone, salt pork, grits and

sorghum. The same grub practically
every meal, 365 days in the year. That
they should be morose, high tempered,
quick to respond to a demagoue, is perfectly natural."
Which brings us around to the low
quality of food served in a large majority
of eating places in Kentucky. In the last
3 or 4 years I have visited villages, towns
and cities from the West Virginia line
to the'Mississippi River, from Maysville
to the Tennessee border, and outside the
larger cities I haven't found more than
half a dozen good places to eat. In some
of the good sized cities all I can say for
their best restaurants is that they are
so-so.
The so-so eateries make money because
they have no superior competition. The
low grade places survive for the same
reason. People have got to eat somewhere
I have been eating in restaurants a
good deal for forty years, and I have
never known a good one, well managed
to
fail. Serving good grub is the surest way
f making money that I kitow of.
If I were 20 years younger I would
start a restaurant myself. And, of course
,
I'd begin by hiring good fooks, not by
promoting dishwashers or bus boys
because I could get them cheap.

boot
New "dehydrofrozen" peas are
one-half the weight and take up
one half the bulk for the same
number of fresh peas and can be
poured from the package inIdead
of blocking together. The bureau
has alto brought out a process
for treating citrus fruit with
ethylene gross to bring out Its

The bureau devotes most of
its attention to a search for new
and wider industrial outlets for
farm creips and to improve methods for the commercial pro-

bright orange or
yellow co
In addition to
food',
bureau has recently
deo,
four new synthetic
from proteins of corn,filten,
tniik
nuts and chicken
feathers.
It has also worked
ment for low-gradc out,
ric that gives It
pearance and in,
fulness, a method fur
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motor fuels from
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springy curled
Warner.'
• new type of can
filter and Which is ale
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Do You Know?
About eight and
one
lion youngsters arc nowlha
ed in United States
tHr
• •.
eaptive alligators hay,
40 or 50 years
without
any stv,ns of aging
• • •
The brain cells used
in
mental effort weigh ar a
quarter of an ounce.
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Fred M. Vinson's Spectacular Rise

has been varied—city and distric
t prosecutor, judge of the U. S. court of
appeals in the District of Columbia,
and on
to the supreme court. Along with
that
he was in congress a dozen
years, was
federal loan administrator,
director of
the office of economic stabili
zation and
of war mobilization and
reconversion,
then secretary of the treasury
for a year
before accepting a lifetime
appointment
to head the nation's highest
court.a was
a steady advance that kept him
before the
public without effort on his
part. It
proved his capacity.
Chief Justice Vinson has not
been a
man continually seeking office.
He has
been ready to fill whatever place
opened

ceasing of foods and feeds, in
the hope of increasing farm income.
Much time is saved, cheaper
and tastier foods have been developed and transportation and
storage costs have been cut by
many of the new processing
methods. Also many new uses
have been discovered for surplus
and waste materials, Dr. G. W.
Irving, Jr., assistant chief of
the bureau, tells me.
For instance, a way has been
found to grow mushroom mycelium on synthetic media by a
new method. The product, which
has the consistency of yeast and
all the flavor and nutrient value
of the umbrella mushroom, can
be grown in great quantities in
a matter of days instead of
months, and more cheaply to
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Mu 19,
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forthe one thatè betterforg

"But I don't drive a locomotivel" you
say. "What do you mean 'better for
me?'"

that prevents today's high material
and wage costs from raising freight
rates to equally high levels.

Consider the two steam locomotives
pictured above. At the top is an Illinois Central locomotive of 1921; below
it you see a current model 50 per cent

This same efficient equipment enabled 40,000 Illinois Central workers
to earn 106 per cent more last year
than they did in 1921.

more powerful.
The modern locomotive pulls heavier trains faster, helps handle freight
so efficiently that the average cost to
shippers in 1948 was less than 1/5 per
ton-mile more than in 1921.
It's efficient equipment such as this

With sufficient earnings to continue
improving our equipment and property, the Illinois Central and its workers will strive to earn your continued
patronage and friendship.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President
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Another
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,K at its clean and sweeping lines so tinmistakably Buick—the room expressed
in its brad beam—the level-going smooth
ness shown in its sizable length.
Now — slip in. Settle back. Take in
the
spread-out room everywhere—even to
extra
room overhead from super-soft seats
that
cradle you deeper.

Here's Comfort
with a caiital T

hen notice this: You can really see!
See more of everything easier--thro
ugh its
higher and wider windshield set in
narrower
corner posts—through its deep side
windows, and its one-piece rear windo
w that
makes parking and backing up so
much
simpler.
Your whole outlook is broadened and
driving becomes safer and more fun
because
high visibility here goes along with
comfort.

So do plenty of other things—like

Dyneflow Drive,*lively Fireball power,coil
springs all round, and big soft tires, and
extra-wide rims for comfort with safety.
And all at prices that make this beauty' the
buy of the year!
See for yourself at the neares Buick dealt
er's, where you will find your dollars ho)mg
so much you'll get your order in fast.
BUICK alone has all Shave features
Sia-mooth DEHMLOW OWE* •
FUILI -VIEW VISION frco

eniorg•d gloss area •
SWINO-EASY DOORS and easy aCONS
.UVINGSPACE"INTIRIORS
with Ooop•Crodlo cushions • 16
,
0
riding CHIADRUFLEX COIL
SPRINGING•Lively RRESAUSTRAIGHT
EIGHT POWER with SELF-SETTING
VALVE LIFTERS plus HI
ENGINE MOLINnNos • Cruiter-li
ne WESTPORT'S • lovr
tires on SAFETY-RIDE ISMS
• DUREX BEARINGS,
."
netting rods • OODY
sr R941111
*Standard on ROADAAASTIN
optional of •oro cost on SI ,rtr

fault

milli

trill ?land them
Tune 1. HENRY J. IN/1)*
58(.: Nedw,

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

DAWSON ROAD

PRINCETON,KY.
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ounty Agdnt's
Column
By R. A. MabrP

• „
used
•ete.

terest in the purchase of
•ing ewes by farmers of the
ty was rather hien last year
promises to be again this
While the demand for ewes
• h reports indicate that the
ly will be very limited again
year. Orders for ewes should
placed soon as many growers
e ahead), placed orders for
summer delivery.
•any farmers of the county
are in need of more livek on their farms to make
use of pasture and hays prowould do well to consider
• k of 25 to 50 or more ewes
their farms.
eep are very efficient users
tures and hays and require
little grain. As a large part
ur farm land is unsuited to

frequent cultivation to corn most
farmers would do well ••p
more emphasis on good
and more time and ath
livestoete Ladino NO' ".
grown alone makes a
pasture for sheep and hugs a
there is very little if any danger
of bloat.
Cattle should not be allowed
to graze pure Incline pastures unless they are watched carefully
for bloat.
Where a ladino clover and
grass pasture is used for cattle
very little trouble with bloat has
been experienced.
Blue mold has beers reported
on plant beds in the county
Treatment against this ,tilseas:
should be started now as a pre
ventative. Those who do not begin immediate treatment should
watch their beds daily and begin
treatment at the first signs of
the disease in the bed.
Treat with fermate or dithane
one-half pound to 25 gallons of
water using four to six gallons
of this mixture to 100 square
yards of bed as a spray. These

News From The Past
News repi esenting lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of the,
• be made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
to years ago recorded nowhere but jn the yellowed •files of Twice\'-, es Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-s, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
The Columbus (Ohio) District
May 14, 1929. Cosby Brinkley
May 14, 1929. Miss Gladys
aelggener, who has -been the happened to a very painful ac- Office of the Veterans Adminislest of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Sisk cident last week when he step- tration which handles service
the past month, at their ped on a rock and fractured his life insurance accounts for Mich,aine at Birmingham, Mich., is ankle.
igan-Ohio-Kentucky veterans of
• • •
expected home tomorrow. She
May 17, 1929. The annual World War II, today reminded
will be accompanied by little
ex-servicemen that a physical
Miss Mary Neal Sisk, Mr. and birthday celebration of Mr. G.
re
Mrs. Sisk are expected in a few G. Brown's 71st anniversary was examination is required for
celebrated last Sunday after- instatement of National Service
days, by motor.
• • •
noon at the old homestead in the Life Insurance which has been
lapsed more than three months.
May 14, 1929. W. L. Granstaff Hopson Store community.
VA insurance officials pointed
• • •
submitted to an operation for
the removal of an internal goitre
May 17, 1929. Miss Sudie Cash out that there are two methods
Saturday morning at the I. C. underwent a major operation at of reinstating lapsed "GI" inHELD IN B.U\ -,i.AYINt.
Hospital at Paducah, and at last the I. C. R. R. hospital at Pa- surance:
1. For term insurance that has
Martha Woodson Kalwaic (above) report was rallying from the ro- ducah Wednesday. She was acis being held at Hazleton, Pa., in deal nicely.
companied by Mrs. A. A. East- been lapsed for less than three
connection with the fatal beatland and Dr. J. M. Moore, rail- months, and if the veteran's
ing of her infant son. She is
May 14, 1929. Mrs. Arthur Me- way physician, Miss Sudie is one health is as good as it was on the
shown as she appeared in a 1940 Gough was host to her bridge of the city's most popular effi- date his last premium was due,
picture taken from her college an- c 1 u b
Wednesday
afternoon. cient business women, and news if is only necessary to complete
nual at Richmond, Va.(AP Wire- Three tables of bridge were in of her improved condition is an application form and pay two
monthly premiums. On permanphoto)
progress. Prizes were awarded anxiously awaited.
ent (converted) insurance, all
.• •
and a luncheon was served. The
0111lllll11111lllll10011,1011111011110111iiiiiiiU1011111111iiiiiii100/110.110.01
members and guests were Mrs.
May 17, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. back premiums plus interest
Davie Bake, Mrs. A. Koltinsky, Lewis Boren, Mrs. Ralph Rober- must be paid.
2. A physical examination is
Mrs. It. S. Sneed, Mrs. Roy son and Miss Matie Bond comI
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky Withers, Miss Susie Stevens, posed a motor party that spent required for reinstatement of all
College of Agriculture and
Mrs. Ile), McGotigh, Mrs. Ed Tuesday pleasantly in Evans- insurance that has been lapsed
for more than 90 days. If a vetHome Economics
Layman, Miss Bet-tie Nichols, ville, Ind.
• • •
eran's insurance has been lapsed
Mrs. Ed Cook, Miss Grace PepThe Vine Crop Insects
May 17, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. R. for less than 90 days and he canper and Miss Myrtle Nichols.
By John S. Gardner
• • •
S. Sneed are the proud owners not certify to continued good
The most troublesome insect
May 14, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. W. oft beautiful Studebaker Broug- health, a physical examination is
affecting cucumbers and all that
H. McCollom were guests of Mr. ham, the new car is about the is also required.
family is the striped cucumber
Examinations can be arranged
and Mrs. Wm. McCollorn, Sr, at niftiest article on tires and is
beetle. As an adult, it gnaws the
eliciting complimentary mention at VA outpatient clinics or
Kuttawa recently,
vines, which wilt and die bethrough a private physician.
wherever seen.
yond the point of injury, as is cent strength, as being safe on
quite commonly observed. While tender cucumber foliage. Five
this damage is aggravating, much percent dust may be made usable
more serious is that the insect by mixing it with flour, three
does as an infant, so to speak, lbs. to two lbs., respectively.
for it causes complete destrucFive dustings are needed, the
REGULAR MEETING
tion, the "dying over night" first when the hills just begin
about Which so many correspon- "humping"; the second, three
days after, and the others at fivedents write. But, to explain.
The adult beetles winter over day intervals. A sifter may be
in any shelter they may find, used, but better, a dustgun with
8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
and when the cucumbers first the "fan" nozzle removed, so
All
Brothers Plan To Attend
break ground, gather there, lay- that a solid stream of dust may
ing eggs in the soil cracks the be directed, always at the cenHillery Barnett, Sec'y.
seedlings make. From these eggs ter of the hill.
hatch larvae ("worms") that attack the roots of the seedlings
which die at all stages, depending on the severity of the Injury. Some plants may in fact
persist until fruit sets before
they perish from damage inflicted perhaps six weeks before.
Now, knowing when the
trouble first starts, control must
be started then, too. The best
method is dusting and the most
effective material is DDT, 3 per-

THE GARDEN
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"BELIEVE ME!
There's no Seed
Corn like

BROADBENT
HYBRIDS"
High yielding varieties
Dependable Seed Corn

Ratliff Hdwe. Co., Princeton
T. R. Akridge, Fredonia

B. P. 0. ELKS
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AND WATER DO MIX

err is a knack to it, of course, but oil and water can be mixed to form
ooth, uniform liquid.
Actually, there is more to it than a knack. It is a technic known to
armacy as emulsification. With a mortar and pestle, the pharmacist
t mixes the oil with a vegetable gum. This separates the oil into
y globules and coats each with a thin film of gum. Adding the water
ly, with brisk stirring, the pharmacist suspends the gum-coated
bules of oil and produces a smooth, white liquid which resembles
'.As a matter of fact, milk itself is an-emulsion of butter fat in water.
Physicians often prescribe emulsions for patients who dislike the taste
sensation of swallowing an oily liquid. An emulsion can be pleasantly
vored, and is a form of medication well suited to children.
When your physician prescribes an emulsion, or any other special
of medication, you can be confident that your pharmacist possesses
specific knowledge necessary for its preparation. He has devoted
and continuing years of study to drugs and their behavior under
• g conditions. No matter how complicated or difficult the pre'ption, this rigid scientific training has prepared him to compound
'cements into the precise form requested by your doctor. Your
cut is a professional man, thoroughly conscious of the responsities and obligations of his calling.—Reprintedfrom a cop yrielted advertistpublulud by Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

FULL LENGTH! EXACTLY AS YOU PAID
$1.30 TO SEE IT LAST YEAR!
COLOR

Vorong

LINDA DARNELL • CORNEL WILDE
RICHARD GREENE • GEORGE SANDERS

CilYhtehfflIhH'

Phone 2026

TECHNICOLOR "4-1
444ii

REVS MIBEIN

Under the

two materials may also be used
as a dust with good results by
following directions of the manufacturer. Spray or dust twice
weekly and after every rain until setting is completed. Remove
the caevas before applying either
as a dust or spray.
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PLUS! MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS

SATURDAY, MAY 21
2 ACTION HITS!
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PLUS! ACTION AND DRAMA IN THE CATTLE COUNTRY

TROUBLE IN
SUNDOWN

ANNOUNCING
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WOODY WOODPECKER COMIC — NO. 14 "SUPERMAN"

CAYCE-YOST'S

SUN. & MON., MAY 22-23

NEW
SPORTS
CENTER

DESPERADOES...FIGHTING
70 ESCAPE THE LAW...
To Save a N•wborn

Another Progressive move
by Cayce-Yost to supply

PI0110 AIMENIDARIZ • HARRY CAREY, llt.
Guy MIMI • Word BOND
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Soft Ball Equipment
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WALT DISNEY COMIC

Here You'll Find Everything In Sports For
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Take to "The Open Road", an authentic Doris
Dodson print of rayon denier crepe inspired by
the scenery and colorful people of Guacamole.

Other Wheel Goods

jacket of rayon Butcher Linen is cut with a softly
sloping shoulder. Denier crepe dress has sun ma
camisole top with button down straps.
es IS
Grey 6 Cutd,
Nag elf Liam.
Gomm 6 Pis46
Odor Dori Daher beat 112.91

AND MANY OTHER SPORTING NEEDS - - - SEE US!

IN HOPKINSVILLE, IT'S
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THUR. & FRI., MAY 26-27
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By Miss Nola Wilson
The hum of tractors can be
heard night and day. Corn is being planted. Clint Ladd has set
Dark tobacco, probably the first
set in this community.
There were 43 present at Sunday School.
James Wilson has mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool
and daughter, Barbara, visited
the Rev, and Mrs. Reed Rushing, Kuttawa, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan
visited James Witherspoon and
family, Murray, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly visited Mr. and Mrs. N. 1. Teasley,
Cedar Bluff, Sunday.
Mrs. Zora Wilson visited Miss
Nola Wilson Sunday. Maureen
Rogers called Sunday morning.
Mrs. Alice Ladd visited Mrs.
Grace Dunning Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. McAlister,
Hopkinsville, visited Mrs. Grace
Dunning one day last week.
Mrs. Beatrice Ennis and little
son, Rodney Dale, Princeton,
visited Mrs. Waylon Rogers Saturday night.

Mrs. Leslie Ladd and family
recesntly visited Mr. and Mrs.
N. I. Teasley, Cadet Bluff.
Rev. Barthy Taylor and daughters, of near Gracey, and Mr.
By Jack Wild
and Mrs. Wyatt and children,
Everybody wonders what Is
Sunday
Friendship, attended
going to happen to the movies
School here Sunday.
when television comes. Well, I
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Elvin
predict that one of these days
Dunning, Waylon Rogers and Mr.
some Hollywood magmite will
and Mrs. Claud Storms and
come to the supercolossal conchildren, Dorothy and Joe, went
clusion that, in a nation of 140,to Kentucky Lake Sunday.
000,000 people, there must be
Rev. Barthy Taylor and fami140,000,000 people's noses—I40,Mr.
and
ly, of near Gracey, and
moviegoers'
potential
000,000
Mrs. L. W. Rogers visited Mr.
nose and nothing for them to
and Mrs. Carl Rogers Sunday.
smell in the movies but popcorn
Mrs. Waylon Rogers and baby,
:mei candy in the next row.
Nancy, visited Mrs. Otis Storms
That, then, will be the birth
and family, Princeton, Sunday.
of the Smellies. Theaters
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell
throughout the land thereafter
and Mr. and Mrs. Don Adams
will be equipped with superand baby, Linda, visited Mr. and
sensitive atomizers — sprinkler
Mrs. A'aron Rogers Sunde:y.
systems up in the rafters pernaps
W. M. S. met Thursday after—to spray the customers with apnoon with Mesdames L. W.
propriate scents whilst on the
Rogers, Ernest Lacy, Press Lilscreen the fair maiden blushes
ly, Gertie Cortner, Zora Wilson
prettily in technicolor and the
and Willie Glen Herndon presnarsty villian snarls along the
ent.
.,aind track, Can't you just smell
vOQUARTERS-1;
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Hensley
starched gingham, the newmown
and daughter, Euton, visited flag of Israel flies from Its staff (left) on the grounds of the United
hay, the breath of garlic That's
Albert Cantrell and Mr. and Mrs. Nations headquarters at Lake Success, N. Y. The flag of the U. N's SmelLavision.
Elvis Stahr is a prime exnewest member was raised the morning of May 12 for the first
time, following the admission of Israel May 11. (AP Wirephoto)
ample of a small-town boy who
has made good in a big way. A
native of Hickman, on the east
bank of the Mississippi, and the
son of the circuit judge there, he
attended the Uniliersity of KenRev. and Mrs. Holland Thomas tucky Lake, Tuesday.
tucky and managed to make an
Rice,
HenderMr.
Guy
Wilson
and son and Miss Rachel Turley
"A" in every course he took.
visitor
In
town
Thursson,
was
a
are spending some days in Rome,
day afternoon. He had been call- More words were needed to outGa.
ed to Princeton by the serious line his collegiate activities for
Rev. J. L. Knoth, Kuttawa, illness of his uncle, Howard Rice. the school annual than for any
Mrs. Vina Beavers, Detroit, other member of the graduating
filled the pulpit of the Baptist
church Sunday morning, during Mich., has arrived to visit her class. As a Rhodes scholar at
the absence of the pastor, the daughter, Mrs. Clarence Harp- Oxford University, England, he
er, and Mr. Harper at Flatrock. earned three more degrees. For
Rev. Holland Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Boyd have several years he practiced law
Mr. W. B. Conway, who is
employed in Gray, Ind., is visit- returned to their home in with a prominent New York

Because...
you've earned
the plaudits of

AT DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS

ing his family here and will at- Pamona, Calif., after a visit with
tend graduation of his son, Mr. and Mrs. John Fo Rice and
other friends here.
Henry Conway.
Mrs. John Butts and Miss Joan
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Knoth
were dinner guests of Mr. and Butts are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Butts, Frankfort.
Mrs. R. J. Yates, Sr., Sunday.
Mrs. Boyd M. Guess has reMr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman
were dinner guests of Mr. and turned from Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Luther Barnes, Princeton, where she visited last week.
Sunday.
Mr. Earl Morgan, of the CresMrs. Louise Lowery, Paducah, well community, spent the weekattended the 'baccalaureate serv- end here as guest of his daughice at the school auditorium Sun- ters, Mrs. Henry Phelps and
day night.
Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Coleman
Miss Helen Wigginton, DeWilmington, W. Va., spent last troit, Mich., left Friday for Phoeweek as guests of his brother, nix, Ariz. where she will be the
V. E. Coleman, and Mrs. Cole- guest of her sister, Miss Gale
man.
Downing and Mr. Downing. She
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young en- had spent several days here with
tertained Mr and Mrs. Sid Boyd, her parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
Parnona, Calif., and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton.
John F. Rice with dinner at the sMr. and Mrs. Lawrence JenState Park dining room, Ken- nings, Frankfort, spent last week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Reece and daughters, Otter
C. W. Moore.
Pond, Sunday.
Mrs. Amanda Springs, Lion
Mrs. Wallace Oden recently
county, spent last week with Mr.
visited Mrs. Leslie Ladd.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Shellie LaPradde, Florida, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Boyd, PaMrs. Theodore Clark and Mrs.
mona, Calif., and Mr. and Mrs.
Ethel Hensley, Luzerne, recently
John F. Rice were Monday
visited Desmond Hensley and
night dinner guests of Mr. and
•
family.
Mrs. Kelly Landes.
Mr. J. E. Hillyard attended
Presbytery in Hopkinsville
Over 125.000 homes
Thursday, as a representative
from the First Presbyterian
protectql against termites church.
by Terminixl
,,Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, Bowling Green, is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
J Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Cartwright, Evansville,
Ind., Friday.

firm, and served in China during
the war. At 32 he becanie di'un
of the U. K. College of Law, the
youngest dean of a fully accredited law school in the country.
This year the U. S. Junior Chamber of Colamerce named the boy
from Hickman one of the nation's ten outstanding young
men of

Four Alarm Snake

a1 redtnakeyenow
tteititsYet_chg_e_e_xcemilk

M. Mister, Okla (A.P)-4'ha
bays at the fire station were sitting around enjoying their
checkers when all of a sudden
It happened. . .
Some one yelled, and the fire
laddies jumped up and started
running as if there were a four-

KENMORE PEDAL SEWING MACHINES
4 KBNMORE ELECTRIC
SEWING MACHINES .
REFRIGERATORS from
ELECTRIC WASHERS
MASTER-MIXED HOUSE PAINT

. $94.95 to 5174.95
$167.95 to $297.95
$74.95 to $104.95
$4.18
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Graduation, like
the celebration attending the
start of ship's maiden voyage,is an unforgettable thrill..

And whatever the
star by which you set your
course, we wish you godspeed and a happy landing.

DIVIDENDS
NOW GOING ON - - THROUGH

Never before such an
array of stock, all included in this gigantic
SALE (only exception
are agency goods and
fair traded items) .
SHOP KEACH'S NOW
for the greatest values
of the year. The DIVIDEND offers you much
more in this great 51st.
ANNIVERSARY SALE

Registration Books Close Tuesday,June 7th., 1949, and will remain
closed until after the Primary Election to be held Staurday, August
6th. 1949.
To be legally qualified to vote in the Primary Election persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.

... Act NOW!!

Listed below is just one of
the many...

Qualifications to be eligible for registration:

DIVIDEND VALUES
offered . . . 4 pc. 18th Century MAHOGANY BEDROOM SUITE Beautifully
styled, all pieces massive
proportioned. Excellent
quality, all hand rubbed finish.
ANNIVERSARY SALE
PRICE! 048.51
Your DIVIDEND Includes:
Inner springs Mattress, Platform springs, lovely spread
pair pillows and a pair of
reproduction lamps. Total
value, Including regular
price of suite, $378.25 — All
Priced at Only 82411.31.
Your DIVIDEND SAVING
. . . $130.00

"THE BIG STORE - - 9 FLOORS - - REACH'S HAS IV

That's
where you'll
find the
best things
and the
best people
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If you want a roast chicken to
have an unblistered skin, brush
the bird with a little unsalted
fat, such as lard, before roasting.

NEXT

Milk

(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st., birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 8th., 1949.
(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to

Aug. 6th.; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 6th.; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Aug. 6th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.

M

19 1949

urns Excess Milk
to Cream Cheese

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KfiNTUCKY
Lolorful Detergent

average adult male braw '—
weight 49 ounces and the average adult female brain weight
ir
I,
Princeton 44 ounces.
Mernia
Rose end Garden Club planning
Alxyut
people work In
meeting Tuesday,
4 to attend a
AND MARKERS
May 19, of the Dogwood nibs- the natl.
of Garden Clubs of Kentucky
GUARANTEED QUALITY
to be held at the St. Matthews
_S E E
Woman:& Club. are Meg. Charles
Get My Prices Before
The New, Advanced
Geiger, president, Mrs. Frank
SPRING and BUMMER
Linton, Mrs. W. L. Mays, Mrs.
You Buy!
R. S. Gregory, Mrs. Rurnsey.
FASHION FROCKS
Taylor and Mrs. R. H. Mizell. ,
Teele, Boston,
Mrs.
Arthur
I have the complete new line
judge and lecturer on flower ar- ready to
show—thrilling styles
rangement, will speak on "Exyou
will
want to see.
Princeton, Ky.
periments in American Design
with Plant Material" at the
Phone 2640
P. 0. Box 534
Mrs. Henry Cartwright
luncheon.
900 N. Jefferson St. Tel. 3668

Gorden Club Members
Will Go To Meeting

To prevent waste and assure
full service irom each box of detergent, one manufacturer developed a color signal. When the
user adds the pink powder to the
solution, the water turns green
when the proper mixture is reached. The wider will turn yellow if
too miteh_pow4ee-is-e4e4.e(4.

Mrs. R. C. Hays of Washinganty has found a practical
to use the excess milk from
{diry which she and her
nd operate. Through the
gfield Homemakers Club,
a_ molter,sine
ci to make yellow cream
There are now nine women
t: Using excess milk, she
. between 45 to 50 pounds of seated in the United States Coneexe in six months time. She gress—one of them in the Senonly supplies her own faint- ate.
but those of her two sons.
The brain of a newly born
-our face :is round do not child is about one third its ultimate size.
round eyeglass frames.

MONUMENTc

W. R. ALLEN

DAIRYMEN
YOU CAN USE DDT!
The Federal Security Agency and the Department
of Agriculture issued the following statement on
April 5, 1949 after a meeting of the principal govOrnment agencies concerned with the utilization of DDT
in the national and International health and economy.

"A number of statements have been published
during the last several days which have misled
and alarmed the public concerning the hazard
of using DDT as an insecticide ... The Food and
Drug Administration has not prohibited the use
of DDT in spraying dairy cattle and barns . . .
There is no justification for public alarm as to the
safety of the milk supply from the standpoint of
DDT contamination."

PRINCETON MILLS
(GARDNER WHITE, Owner)
E. MAIN ST.

PHONE 2071

USE PURINA DDT PRODUCTS TO CONTROL
FLIES AROUND DAIRY BARNS
Spray Early—Spray the Building—Spray the Cattle, and respray when necessary according to directions on the package.

FINDS FOR YOUR WELL ROUNDED WARDROBE?
BO BRCUT BA( h
e anx ous paren of our-yeu-o d Lawrence agt of
Mojave, Calif., watch him breathe oxygen (May 9) at Pasadena, two days after he apparently died
from serious traffic injuries. The youngster stopped breathing for ten minutes shortly after he was
hit by a car, but doctors revived him with a stimulant injected into his heart. The parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Francis M. Page.(AP Wirephoto)

Homemakers Discuss
Planning Of Houses
Meeting to discuss planning of
houses, members of homemakers
clubs in Fulton county were told
by Miss Ida C. Hagman of the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky:
100 feet from highways and the
I. To locate houses at least
same distance from stock barns.
2. To plan for present-day
living, forgetting tradition.
3. To list all activities that
must be carried on in the house
and plan accordingly.
4. To stick to simple lines and
broad chmineys.
5. To locate picture windows
so as to give a good view.
Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith
(R. Main) is the first woman
to serve in both the United
States Senate and Houseo of Representatives.

FOR BULLDOZER WO
HODGE MOTOR SALES 81 IMPLEMENT CO.

Ace Awards

After 10 years of almost steady
climbing, land prices in the ccAmtry as a whole may have reached
the postwar peak, says the United States Department of Agriculture,
In Kentucky, however, prices
advanced 8 percent from /larch
1, 1948, to March of this sear,
according to the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
to March of this year, according
to the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. Values in this state
are 192 percent above the prewar average.
Land prices for the whole
county turned downward about
one percent during the last four
months ending March 1. This is
said to be the first significant
decline since the late thirties.
For the country rts a whole,
prices are still more than double
the average in 1935-39.
In the last four months, land
prices were said to be holding
firmer in the Middle Atlantic
and East South-Central states
than in other regions. They were
declining in the Montain and Pacific states and in scattered states
in the East North-Central and
New England regions. Increases
were found in half of the states,
-but these were more than offset
by declines in 16 states.
Voluntary sales of land in the
United States fell off 17 percent
during the past year as compared
with the previous year; and
sales were down nearly a third
below the peak shown for the
year ending March, 1947.

Pale Hands
W. Main St.

For Sale

Massage your hands frequently with warm olive oil, rub it
into the cuticles once or twice a
week as a safeguard against brittle, ragged edges.
Before digging around in the
garden, dig your fingernails into
a cake of soap and let the soap
remain under the nails while you
do your planting. When the day's
gardening is over, under-nail soap
Women with large faces should
not wear small glasses.

New York—(AP)—Golfers who
score a hole-in-one have more
than aciaim waiting for them.
For applying to the proper companies, the lucky linkster can
get a case each of a soft drink,
a breakfast food and cigarettes,
candy bars, certificates and a
number of other awards for his
!eat. Many -golf ball manufactures also awared prizes for aces
scored with their ball.

What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDTTI'S 2-way help.
You see, CARDITI may make things
Iota easier for you In either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
ftrictlonal periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
It should Improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARDITI ir scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer "at those certain times",
get CAXDIII today.

in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop

wicarso n
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
«xelusively yours
(Incorporated)

HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM
SPECIAL LOW PRICE

357 acres, more or less, situated south of and directly across Cumberland River from Kuttawa, in
Lyon County, Ky.

unesito

BE SMART...
BUY TWO!

About 36 percent of the human brain is "gray matter".

W. R. BARNETT FARM

main
gust

.,,
Pcm242

USED AS A LIVESTOCK FARM FROM
27 TO 49 YEARS.

In Woven Cords, Crisp Rayons, Rayon Bembers,
Tubbable Cottons... Buy no wat this low price!

3 room dwelling, 4 room tenant house (old), 2 cisterns, big barn
with five sheds 50 ft. x 12 ft. each, well fenced and watered,
estimated 100 to 125 acres in timber, black locusts for posts, and
balance, except 30 acres, in grass.

PENNEY'S

1949 SEVIER DRESS CARNIVAL

Reason for sale: Eight heirs residing in six states desire sale and
division.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS

Will be sold privately. Terms: Cash. Possession on delivery of
deed and payment of purchase price.

ether
ation

Once Again at low price,first quality
NYLON HOSE 51 Gauge,15 Denier

W. R. Barneff's Heirs

Ark for it either way . . both
trade-markt mean the same Mint.
sorrem OHM AULHONLY 0 THI COCA-COLA COAPAHY Iv
HOPKIN•YILLM COCA-COLA MOTTLING COMPANY
0 Mt Amp Cime-Ceie CHP•PAY

Women's Lace Trimmed
RAYON SATIN SLIPS

88c pr.
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Brushes made of pure hog to continuing chuos
cltic4,
was the guest of Miss 1.knothy Leader Congratulotos
they hard to
their
worth
almost
are
bristles
obtain,
WednelidtlY
I
Ann
paint mg;
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert E. Tosh,
weight in gold these days. Due facturers report.
Anne Roper,
M
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
M, and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
vale, was the weekend guest
Jerry Gray visited Mr. and recently of Miss Rebecca If um- of a son Friday, May it Del.
bert Edward, Jr., weighed seven
Mrs Bill Holsapple and family, phrlea,
NoTin "ititaatt ter- se see Wye-trait-ter arti-eage-ar whoever mamma etre 'item
•--Recent 'guests -of-Mr. and tilfra pounds 14 ounces.
ITopk insVille, - Sunday.
or the news.
Mrs. Minnie Ring has returned R. T. Humphries were Miss Lur• • •
Mrs. and Mrs. John L. Baldto her home at Lakeland after line Humphries, Cadiz, and
red led a social per* ,.1
visiting her daughter, Miss Otis Locke Humphries and Thomas ridge, Route 2, Princeton, on the
Piano Recital
mu; ). Pool
Members and fr.
Hammond, b,
' Hopkinsville. arrival of a daughter, Barbara
Darnell, and family.
The wedding of Miss Anna
Pupils of Mrs. Everett Cherry
Mr. and M.
liar Peters, Sue, Thuraday,'May 12. The baby
Mrs. Eugene Roberts and sons,
Isriithryn Morris, daughter of Mr. will be presented in recital Tues- were: Mr. and Mrs c. . Eldthe guests weighed six pounds one ounce.
Bobby, Jimmy and Steve, Mad- Metropolis, na.,
Wilson
Miss
Mary
red,
r:ldred,
Mrs. Deamon Morris, and day night, May 24, at 7:30 o'clock
weekend of Mrs. John T.
isonville,
were
Sunday
last
guests
• • •
Mr. H. C. P'Pool, Jr., son of at George Coon Library. Taking Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elde,, Mr. of Mrs. Walter Carter and fami- Haile and Robert E. Peters and
Mr. and Mrs. Archie V. Ortt,
and
Mrs.
Reg
Lowery,
Mr.
and
Rowland,
Melanie
Princeton, on the birth of nineMr. and Mrs. H. C. ?Pool, part are
ly.
Their families.
Dr. and Mrs. William Godfrey
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell pound son, A. B., Wednesday,
took place May 4, at the Bap- Chloe Ann Winters, Jean Adams, Mrs. Richard Morgan, Mr. and
tist parsonage in Hopkinsville, Rella Pettit, Susan Perry, Mar- Mrs. John Ed Young, Bill Childress, Valhalla, N. Y., ar- and Joie, 217 Center street, and May II.
with the Rev. Maddox officiat- tha Ann Wadlington, Patsy Horn, Nichols, Samuel Ratliff, Mr. and rived Friday night to visit her: Mr. and Mrs. Frank Freeman and
Mr. and MSrs. SAtibrey S. Croft,
Betty Ann, Cadiz, spent last
with the Rev. Mr. Maddox offi- Marcia Boitnott, Doris Akers, Mrs. Ed Johnstone, Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Shell Smith.
Route 1, Cobb, on the arrival of
Mo.
weekend
in
St.
Louis,
Mrs.
E.
S.
Stowers
arrived
Elmo
Woodward,
Mrs. Robert S.
ciating in the single ring cereCharlotte Akers, Iralyn Fears, Mason, Mrs. Allen Oliver, Miss Wednesday to *sit her daughMrs. Charles Hubbard, Eddy- a daughter, Florence Diane,
mony.
11.
Neal,
PegP'Pool,
Anna
Donna
Nellie Oliver, Miss Joann Berry, ter, Miss Nancy Stowers. Mrs. villa Road, Is the guest of her Wednesday, May
The bride wore a model of
6 • •
Adams, Al- Mrs. Gus Kortrecht, Mrs. B. A. Stowers is a guest in the home mother, Mrs. L. Rice, in Paducah.
navy crepe with white acces- gy Guess, Carolyn
Mr. and Mrs. Dixie C. PatterJarvis, Hodges, Mrs. James Landes, and of Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor. She is attending the silver resories. Her corsage was of yellow ton Templeton, Jr., Joyce
Connie Stevens, Phyllis Stevens. the hosts, the Rev. and Mrs. She will accompany her daugh- union of the 1924 graduating son, 115 Ratliff, on the birth of
roses.
Dickie Webb, Betty Jo George, David W. Schulherr. •
ter to their home in Bluefield, class of Tilghman High school. a son Wednesday, May 4. The
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Gresham,
Sandra
Rogers,
Byron
West
Mrs. Hubbard Ls the former baby, who weighed seven pounds
Va., Sunday.
Charles Lewis. Mrs. Lewis, sis11 ounces, has been named James
Stevens, Janet
Dean
Mr. Robert Engel, Atlanta, Ga., Geneva Rice.
ter of the bride, wore navy, and Alma
Stork
Shower Given
French, Bob Hogan, Janice
Frank A. Pasteur, ill, and Dwight.
a corsage of red roses.
• • •
Martin, Sue By Fredonia Society
See Homes In Paducah
Louis Pasteur, of Paducah, are
The bride and bridegroom are Brinkley, Janice
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Riley,
Mrs. James Tabor, Jr., was
Among those who visited Pa- visiting their grandparents, Mr.
graduates of Butler High school, Mitchell, Joanne Jacobs, Willa
Route 3, Fredonia, on the arrival
and she is former asistant book- Lacy, Nancy Farmer, Rosie Beck, guest of honor at a stork shower ducah homes open to the public and Mrs. Fred Pasteur, while
of a daughter Friday, May 8. Ina
Pickering,
Carol
Croft
Poppy
last
Thursday
during
Open
House
in
afternoon
Kentucky
Pasat
a
Mrs.
Frank
A.
their
mother,
Bluff
Stone
keeper for Cedar
and Sue Yates.
regular meeting of the Mission- were Mesdames Rumsey Taylor, teur, is undergoing treatment at Carolyn weighed eight and a
Co.
half pounds.
The public is invited.
ary Society of the Fredonia E. T. Linton, Duke Petit and Riverside Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. P'Pool left im• • •
Baptist Church. The group met Bernice Davis, They were In
Mrs. Owen Ingram was in Pamediately after the wedding for
Mr. and Mrs. William C. E.
at the home of Mrs. Charles Paducah last Thursday.
ducah Monday.
Borger, Tex., where he has been Presbyterians Have
Brockmeyer, Jr.
Mrs. Gus Kortrecht has re- Boyd, Route 2, Princeton, on the
employed
the
last
several
Friday The 13th Party
turned
to her home in Louis- birth of a daughter Sunday, May
months.
Visit Louisville Homes
The Young Adult Sunday
ville
after
visiting her daughter, 8. The baby, who has been
Mesdames Rumsey Taylor, R.
Class of Central Presbyterian Evitom Circle Will
Mrs. Billy Lowery, last week. named Betty Carolyn, weighed
S.
Gregory,
W.
L.
Mays,
Brad
supper
and
had
a
potluck
Church
Morris-Taylor
Meet Next Thursday
Mr. Kortrecht was here over the six and a half pounds.
Mrs. Lillian Thomas Morris "Friday the 13th" party last
The Evitom Circle, Central Lacy and Robert Dalell were in
(Harold McConnell, Prop.)
weekend.
• • •
Louisville
Monday
of
last
week
and Guy Lee Taylor were mar- Friday night at the Presbyterian Presbyterian Church, will have
Mr. and Mrs. Regnal R Slcaggs,
A. H. Childress, Louisville,
to
visit
the
homes
which
were
ried Saturday afternoon, May 7, manse.
a dinner meeting at 6:30 o'clock
was the weekend guest of his 205 S. Harrison, on the arrival
the double'ring ceremony being
Reg Lowery, class president, Thursday night, May 28, in the open as a part of Open House
of a daughter, Dorothy Sue,
mother,
Mrs. W. W. Childress.
performed at the home of the presided over a short business Annex. Mrs. Reg Lowery will in Kentucky.
Mrs. J. Arthur Smith, Union, Thursday, May 12. The baby
bridegroom's parents, Mr. and meeting, and Mrs. B. A. Hodges, discuss "Hinduism" as one of
Miss., is visiting her son, Cecil weighed seven pounds one ounce.
Mrs. Virge Taylor, Cromwell.
teacher, spoke briefly on the a series of programs on religions Piano Recital
• • •
Smith, Mrs. Smith and little
The bride, who is the daugh- aims and objectives of the class of the wOrld. Miss Joann Berry
Pupils of Mrs. Bernice Mc- daughter, Patricia, S.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D.
Jefferson
ter oi Mr. and Mrs. A. Lewis and the responsibilities of young will be in charge of the devo- Caslin Davis will be presented
Thompson, Lamasco, on the birth
street.
Thomas, Dawson road, wore a adults in the church. Misses Jo- tional. Hostesses will be Mrs. in recital Friday night, at 7:30
of a daughter, Lois Jan, Sunday,
white gabardine suit with navy ann Berry and Mary Wilson Kid- David Schulherr and Miss Berry. o'clock, at Butler High auditoMay 8, in the Princeton HospiH. L. Hobby Returns
accessories and a corsage of red
rium. The public is invited.
tal. The baby weighed seven
From 1. C. Hospital
rosebuds.
Orange sections may simmer
The condition of H. L. Hobby, pounds 15 ounces.
Miss Carolyn Thomas, who for about five minutes in a su- Book To Be Reviewed
Mrs.
retired
railway employe, who
Johnstone
Honored
was her sister's maid-of-honor, gar syrup and then be used as At Wood Circle Meeting
Mrs. George 0. Eldred enter- has been seriously ill at the I. C. Hopkinaville Merchant
Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., will rewore a gray gabardine suit with an accompaniment for a baked
tained informally Friday morn- Hospital, Paducah, is unchanged, Heads Seed Dealers
black accessories and a corsage ham slice. For a delicious flavor view "No Trumpets Before Him"
Kenneth 0 Cayce, Sr., of Hoping in honor of Mrs. Edward H. relatives advise. Mr. Hobby reof red rosebuds.
addition stud the outside rim of at a meeting, 2:30 o'clock, ThursJohnstone, who recently moved turned to his home on S. Semi- kinsville, will head the KenMr. and Mrs. Taylor will make Lit around the ham slice with day afternoon, May 19, in the
tucky Seed dealers Association
to Princeton from Lexington.
nary street Tuesday.
their home in Louisville, where I cloves before baking. Scalloped Annex, of the Wood Circle, Cenfor the next year. Cayce, electboth are employed.
potatoes, flavored with a little tral Presbyterian Church. Hosed at the final session of the
onion, are good served with this tesses will be Mrs. B. A. Hodges
state convention in Lexington
ham and orange combination.
and Miss Grace DeBoe.
Tuesday, succeeds Herbert F.
Bunton.

Bill's Auto Associate Store

Mrs, Hobgood Leads Association Program
"The Christian Home" was the
theme of the program led by
Mrs. K. P. Hobgood it the May
meeting of the Women's Association, Central
Presbyterian
Church. A skit on home life was
also presented by Mrs. Hobgood
and Mrs. Reg Lowery. Mrs. J.
H. Calloway, president, presided. Mrs. David W. Schulherr reported on the recent Presbyterial meeting at Kuttawa. Miss
Grace DeBoe led the devotional.

Miss Nall Leads
Council Program
Miss Eliza Nall led a program
on Family Life at a meeting
Monday night of the Woman's
Council, First Christian Church.
Mrs. Lester Cartwright, president, presided. Mrs. Pauline
Shelby, former member, was a
guest. Hostesses included Mrs.
Clifton Pruett, chairman, Mrs.
George Stephens, Mrs. Beckham Haile, Mrs. Mitchell Harrington, Mrs. Grove Baker, Mrs.
Clifton Hollowell, Mrs. K. V.
Brayant, Miss Ruby Hollowell
and Miss Norma Baker.

FAR1V1ERSVILLE BAPTIST
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
preach at Farmersville Sunday
morning at 11 o'cick and would
like to see all his friends there.

In Fairbanks-Morse farm equipment advertising, you'sc
seen the slogan "It's What's Inside That Count.."The
next time you're in town,ask us the $64 question. Ask
us to prove that what's inside any Fairbanks-Morse
farm machine makes it better.
Whether It's a water system,an engine,a light plant,
or a hammer mill that you'll need next, we're sure we
can show you superior design and construction...
bidden values which you'll agree make• FairbanksMorse product your best ler.
And remember—you eon always get repair parts for
any Fairbanks-Morse product.

N. LUSBY COMPANY

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Dr. C. A. Weesner, formerly
pastor of the church here and
now a field worker for the
United Christian Society with
headquarters in
Indianapolis,
Ind., will preach at 11 o'clock
worship services Sunday morning, May 22.
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock
Worship Service, 11 o'clock
C. Y. F., 6 o'clock
A hearty welcome is extended to all to worship in all the
above services.
Guy Martin, Chicago, was a
visitor here one day last week.

RRADQUARTIRS FOR

Fairbanks-Morse
Wilms Systems • Illems.Pumps •"Z" Marines • Light Plata! • WIndsiaMe.
Pump Jocks • Corn Shelless • Hammer Mills • Washers • Inman

record as a class speaks

Greetings

for itself. Your home

irt
4
- 74=ES
le4
i. We are glad
..,•
.••• .
to join in the
Cleverest air-conditioning design
afoot.,. each decorative perforation
Is a breeze-way, activated by
every motion of the foot. Set
our selection of the most refreshing
summer styles you ever
set • foot In.
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THE PRINCETON LEAD
Richie, Sr., and Mrs. Eugene
Rotary Club Invited To
Parker, Princeton; a brother, R.
C. Stevens, Princeton; seven Hear British Speaker
Merntwl a of the Princeton
. Amy Lou
grandchildren,
three
greateral services for Mrs. grandchildren and several neph- Rotary Club are invited to hear
Richie, 91, were conducted ews and nieces,
Jim Watshurst, of Warrington,
rday alternaGa In _Mast
Laneeshire, England, at noon
ifs Church, the Rev. 0. U. Cpl. Edwbrd S. Anderson
Tuesday, May 24, at Hopkinsassisted by the Rev. H.
Funeral services for Cptl. ville.
Mr. Watshurst will discuss
liatler, in charge Burial Edward S. (Buster) Anderson,
"Britain, Today and Tomorrow."
Sulphur
Cemetery.
White
38,
who
wets
killed In the invaIn
Richie died Thursday', sion of Normandy during World Reservations must be made by
severillness
of
an
War II, will be held in Hopkins. Saturday, May 21, with Dr. Noah
12, after
yule Monday morning at 10 T. Cole, secretary of the Princethx
• is survived by three child- o'clock.
ton Club. At Tuesday night's
Survivors are four brothers meeting music was furnished by
Miss Bessie Richie, E. T.
Mrs. Jack Granstatf and Don
Granstaff. Visiting
Rotarians
were R. L
Wilcox, Newman
Purdy, and Glenn Purdy, Dawseat Springs.

aths & Funerals
Richie

N11111, Clarksville, Tenn., Dulin
and
John
B., Hopkinsvillel
Claude, Princeton; and a sister,
Mrs. Louis Tilford, Ohio.
Burial will be in HopkinsvIlle.
Every alight, at midnight, this
Norge defrosts itself! Current
Is turned off,light frost melts
from th• outsid• of the
sealed freezer, and highest
refrigerating elficiint-y is re,
stored. You can Ibirget about
manual defrosting.

One-third snore sterege In sem* flew spate es
a prewar six. • Defrosts Itself every night wilts
exclusive Sceil-D-Froster. • Giant Sid* Froosor
hoick up to 37 lbs of frozen food. • Coldpeelli
holds up to 12 lb.. aif meet.

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Phone 3141
Princeton, Ky.

Ed McDowell
Word was received in Fredonia
last week of the death of Ed
McDowell, former resident, at
his home in Marion.

Veteran Re-Enters Army
As Private First Class

Mrs. Lucy Brown, N. Harrison street, won the new 1949
FM-AM radio, valued at $59.95,
given away by Joiner Hardware
Co., last week In a contest for the
oldest Philco radio in the county,
Harry Joiner, Jr., announces.
Mrs. Brown's radio was a 1929
model. The second oldest radio
was owned by Frank Jones, S.
Jefferson street, made in 1931.

Town friends
are with you
all the way

The hog market was up slightly this week ;74 compared with
last week, as was the lamb
market. The cattle market was
about the sante. Number of lag stock *old was up about 100
TOTAL HEAD — 1343
Long Fed Steers-423-$25
Short Fed Steers-422 $24
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle ---.$20-$22
Baby Beeves-422 25
Fat Cows—$16-419
Canners and Cutters-412417.60
Bulls—$17.50-$19.50
Stock Cattle—$19-$24
Feeder Cattle-420-$23
Milk Cows per Head—$98-$191
Best Spring Lambs 00 ib-80 lb
$32.50
Medium Spring Lambs--$30
VEALS
No. 1 Veals—$27.50
No. 2 Veals—$26.50
Throwouts—$18.50-24.90
HOGS
200-230-418.50
235-280-418
285-400-417.40
405-Up None offered
120-155-416.25
160-196—$18.10
Roughs 450 and under—$15.60
Roughs over 450—$14.90

Give A Lasting Gift . . . Visit Our
Photographic Department

Movie Cameras
Movie Projectors
Slide Projectors
Color Film
Dark Room Supplies
of all kinds

Walter L. Wigginton, veteran Fines Given For Drunken
of World War II and member of
And Reckless Driving
the Enlisted Reserve Corps, has
Glenn Willoughby, Route 2,
re-entered active service in the
Fredonia, was fined $150 and
Army, T-Sgt. Raymond E. costs
and hts operator's license
Nicholson, recruiting station, was
suspended when he pled
Princeton, reported. Wigginton, guilty
to drunken driving charges
son of Arthur Wigginton, Route brought
last week by the State
3, Fredonia, enlisted as private police.
Jonathna
tttbimick,
first class, fifth grade, and is Route
1. Cobb, and Archie E.
taking refresher training at Fort Davis,
Dawson Springs, were
Knox. Pfc. Wigginton visited his
each fined $15 and costs on pleas
parents last weekend. Another of
guilty to reckless driving last
Caldwell countian, Henry L. Lin- week.
The cases were heard by
ville, Route 2, Princeton, enlist- County
Judge Clyde 0. Wood.
ed in the Army last week at James
M. Darnell and Louis W.
Ownensboro. He applied for enOliver are State policemen at
listment at the recruiting station
Princeton headquarters.
here.

Mrs. Lucy Brown
Wins Local Radio Contest

Your Home

Livestock Market

Eight From Here Attend
Baptist Convention
Representatives of First Baptist Church attending the Southern Baptist Convention this week
in Oklahoma City, Okla., are the
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. M. Hatter,
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Masters,
J. D. Mitchell, Euen Farmer,
Dennis Hodge and Cecil Smith.
Dr. Powhatan James, Bethel
College, Hopkinsville, will
preach at both morning and
night services Sunday, May 22,
at First Baptist Church.

Wear that class ring of yours
proudly

You've earned ii

Among the symbols
you will collect hereafter.
you'll cherish none inure than
this token of your graduation

Fredonia legion Auxiliary
Elects Mrs. Bradshaw
Murray Educator Is
Mrs. Gilmer Bradshaw has
Kiwanis
Guest Speaker
been elected president

of American Legion Auxiliary Post 103,
Fredonia. Other officer chosen
were Mrs. Gene Rogers, vicepresident; Mrs. Russell Melton,
secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Essie
Rucker, chaplain; Mrs. Euke
Quertermous, historian, and Mrs.
J. B. Sory, sergeant-at-arms.

Representative Named In
Opportunity Bond Drive

SCREEN DOORS
$5.89 each and up
STORM DOORS
$13.58 each and up
CYPRESS SCREEN STOCK
Sc per foot
SCREEN MOULDING
•
21/.:c per ft.
Several different patterns—Screen Door Grills
$2.25 each

PLASTIC WIRE
was 12c sq. ft. ...NOW 9c sq. ft.
COPPER WIRE
was 14c sq. ft.....NOW ite sq. ft.
DDT Paint was $7.00 5-gal can. NOW $4.98 5-gal. can

Prof. Harry Sparks, of the department of Education, Murray
State College, was guest speaker at Wednesday's meeting of
the Kiwanis Club. He entertained the Kiwanians heartily,
producing many laughs, with a
unique presentation of the necessity for cooperation to preserve
free enterprise and democracy.

Undergoes Operation
Jimmy Travis, son of Mr. and
Henry G. Averdick, chief clerk
of Selective Service Board No. Mrs. Mote Travis, Ferdonia, un9, has been notified by the State derwent a major operation last
headquarters, Selective Service, week in the Princeton Hospital.
that he is official U. S. Treasury
representative in the Opportunity Bond Drive which opened
Monday. The drive will be continued until June SO.

Prices Slashed 50% to 60% On Our Best Star Brand and Rand Dress Oxfords For Men... many of these are $10.95 Shoes. We have 15 to 20 styles
for you to select from.
If you want to beat high food prices, you
want to eat well and spend less.
Your best buy is

Plenty of genuine ice. It adds so much to
living at so little cost.

Smooth lines, fine leather,
ease of fit ...a popular
combination of Randcrafc
craftsmanship and
rugged construction to
assure wonderful
comfort and wear.

..when floors,
furniture,
woodwork are
protected with
One Lot White Oxfords ... all leather Peters.
Low heel for comfort ... Sizes 4 to 9.

Your proud possessions
are safe from scuffs,
scratches, stains! Mae?'Jot's clear lustrous
gloss or smooth satin
finish retains
Its beautiful

Women's $4.00 White Oxfords and Sandals
. . . soft Elk uppers . . . special purchase for
this sale.

iulc
a.

; Hy'
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men's doml- desnitorles at ti,
New officers will be elected be housed In the
women's Kentucky.
for the Kentucky Ancielation of tortes and girls _ lit the
are
officers
Present
4-H Clubs.
Dale Stahl, Warren county, presDorris Clifford. Iltarlson
ident;
K, I i
vice president, and Mary
Frankfoit,—May 10—The Kenit Lexington, is preparing to ac- county,
Cornett, Clay county, sectucky Public Service Commiscommodate 1,000 boys and girls Sue
retary.
and 200 club leaders and county
sion intends to give every enBoys attending 4-11 Week will
end home demonstration .agents
rcrilragement-to the expanslern of
.it the 20th anaual 4-H Week
electric facilities in sections of
June 7-11.
Kentucky not now served,
Club members to ationd are
whether the source be private
!wing selected at 12 district deor public, Chairman Robert M
monstration contests over the
Coleman announced today.
state. All of the 120 counties
The record will glow that our
will be represented at 4-H Week.
commission has granted every
Team and individual demonrequest during ,this administrastratitions in farm practices and
tion for an expansion of facili,ndividual
demonstrations
ties," said Coleman.
in
Gov. Earle C. Clements echoed
home economics will be features
the assurance of Coleman and
of the 4-H Week program.
declared that the fact that forty
A dress revue, winner of
which will compete in a national revue, is expected to attract
girls from '15 counties.
Club members attending the
week will see the experimental
work under way at the AgriculSCHOOL CHILDREN JOIN IN BERLIN CELEBRATION—School childred join in one of the biggest tural Experiment Station, and
peace time celebrations in Berlin's history as the city prepared for the lifting of the blackade at one study the beef cattle, dairy catminute past mid-night May 11. The sign the youngsteis are displaying says "Blockade Free." (Al' tle and swine herds and the
Wirephoto via radio from Berlin)
sheep and poultry flocks.
percent of Kentucky's farm ever source derived, and added:
"The person who is without
homes are without electricity
FhOflCs 3'ZSS and 3140
constitutqd a "challenge" to dis- electric service is not interested
tributors of power, from what- in whether the power comes
from the REA or from private
The chief cause of eroded
utilities but he is vitally interestCALL 81
fields and depleted fertility in
ed obtaining power so he can
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
turn on lights in his own home. Kentucky is the use of land for
Complete Insurance Service
111 W. Market St.
"We intend to work co-opera- purposes to wnicri it is not
water management
tively toward that end and as- use and
sist bothe groups in every pos- adapted, it is set out in a landplan for a farm, published by the
sible way"
The Governor called upon both College of Agriculture and Home
distributors of private and pub- Economics, University of Kenlic power to pool their resources tucky.
Therefore, the first and most
in an effort to tackle the problem and assure power facilities important step to be taken .in
for farm families not now developing a plan for controlserved.
ling soil erosion increasing the
It is recalled here that two productivity of a farm and mainyears ago, Clements as a can- taining soil fertility economicaldidate for Governor pledged ly, is to plan ti' use land only
himself to "fight for every .or the purpose to which it is
measure which will make REA list suited.
service easier and cheaper, so
On most farms the land can
be divided into the following
four classes by the landowner:
1. Permanent woodland, which
may supply posts and lumber
for farm use.
2. Permanent pasture, usually
land so steep or irregular that
a
erosion can be controlled best
by permanent vegetation.
• Husky, handsome, powerful new Studebaker
3. Rotation crop land where
contour cultivation, terracing or
trucks—with new engineering that yields rethe use of diversion ditches, are
markable gas and oil mileage!
required to control erosion or
CALL US FOR
• Brilliant-performing new Studebaker trucks—with
artificial drainage is needed to
remove surplus soil water.
PROMPT, SAFE
wear-resisting craftsmanship that keeps repair
bills off your books for months!
LONG-DISTANCE
that every farm and rural home

1,200 To Attend
Annual 4-H Week

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

LOOK AND LISTEN;
We have all the top tunes in
RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.

PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

Fredonia, Ky.

Land Classified
For Conservation

Stand-out new trucks
in low-cost mileage!
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GRADUATES OF 1949

Just another way of say-

i n g "congratulations" a n d

wishing for you all possible
happiness and

MOVING SERVICE

• Stop in and see these revolutionary Studebaker
'49er trucks—their stand-out value is one of the
reasons a Studebaker buying wave is sweeping
'le nation.

Clipper

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Road

in Kentucky may have electric
lights and power at fair and
reasonable rates."
Following the Governor's stateArnold Ligon Truck Line ment representatives fo both private power groups and publiclyContact
owned rural electric co-operaJAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky. tives promised to make a "power
Phone 2016
survey" of Kentucky to determine what could be done.
Agent for

Dial 2053

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Rubb
Dra
Cultivators F
Grain Drill
Hammer
Combin

NEW IDEA
16% Dairy Feed
Beef Fattener
Laying Mash
Growing Mash
Pig and Sow Ration
Hog Fattener

$2.88 per Cwt.
2.30 per Cwt.
3.60 per Cwt.
3.40 per Cwt.
3.35 per Cwt.
3.07 per Cwt.

When Mixed According to Purina Formulas. Your corn is figured
in at market price plus your hauling charges. You Furnish your own
corn and bags.
We shuck your corn, shell your corn, clean your corn after shelling,
put corn through our hammer mill and mix for you, and we furnish
Purina Supplements that guarantee you complete coverage of
minerals and vitamins. When you follow Purina sanitation program and feed according to Purina recommendations and use Purina balanced feeds you can expect maximum results at the most
economical prices.

Transplanter or Plant Setter
Russell's Korum has been used by successful poultry
raisers with excellent results for over 20 years. Year
after year many thousands of chick raisers use Korum
with every brood of chicks they raise.
Russelrs Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2
teaspoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps
chicks grow faster and mature earlier . . . and Korum
can be used in any kind of drinking vessel.
• To get best results start using Korum with chicks or
poults at as early an age as possible. Get a supply of
Korum Today. It is economical. Pinta $1. Quarts $1.76.
/
1
2 Gallons $3.00. Gallons $6.00.

Used by farmers, tobacco growers, market gardeners,
nurserymen, and florists.
Handles all transplantable crops and can be adapted
to all methods and characterLstics of planting. The standard machine comes
equipped with a set of pack towels,
two marker bars, two plant boxes and tractdr hitch, or
two horse hitch. Weight, 713
lbs.—width, overall, 4' 3"—length without hitch, 7'
10"—water tank capacitY. 55
gallons. Tread of rear wheels-43",slice 5" x 30".

Purina Custom Mixing done by local people from
your own grain.
We have been mixing and selling feeds for 25 years. We know
what you want and how to make it for you.

Why buy feeds when you can raise and mix
your own?
Come in and let us figure with you on your next mixing job.

Starts Your Plants With A Vigor That Assures
Earlier and Larger Yields ...

Durable construction, simple in design, easy
accessibility. These charact.
eristics are combined to give successful use in in
setting plants under almost
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

every condition. A driver and two boys can set from
3 to 8 acres a day
with the NEW IDEA transplanter . . . A real profit
maker.

FREE! I
dinnerw
wanted
complet
complet
• Philco is
the floor.
• Full widt
Sign fea
year's pri
• The
grea
in appea
With mor
size and

FREE
tors this
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am
overall property assessment now
has as many inequities as it had
lsefore

nut agents came into the county.
If the agents of the Department of Revenue had investigat
--rGN LEADER
ect the local property values
Kentucky.
thoroughly and tried to help the
Taxpay- County Tax Commissioner
, Caldwell County
committee believe that the equalize the assessments, we be
Ms now come for the lieve this situation would not
rttee to issue a statement. exist as it does exist.
We understand it has been
e committee has been infew local officials charged that the Board of Sup
is..4 that a
local civic or- ervisors "played favorites". We
a few of the
ations invited the Depart- wish to state that we are
of Revenue to assist the thoroughly convinced that the
Tax Commissioner in Board of Supervisors did not
. ng and equalizing the as- "play favorites" and are ready
ents of property in Cald- to present the action of the
Board of Supervisors and the
County.
record made by them to support
was
invitation
this
believe
e
with the thought In mind this statement.
We feel that the letter signed
representatives of the Deent of Revenue would by the county judge, county
e to Caldwell County and court clerk, county attorney,
e a thorough investigation sheriff, county tax commission—iierty values in Caldwell er, circuit court clerk and the
,,nd to so acquaint them- seven magistrates states in clear
es with the individual pro- and no uncertain language what
les in Caldwell County as to we also think of the splendid
PERFECT POSTURE PRODUCES PRIZE—Janice Blair (center),
•le them to act fairly in as- work which was done by the 17, of
North Las Veges, demonstrates why she wona a "perfect poshg the County Tax Corn - board of supervisors.
ture" contest sponsore dby the Chiropractic Association of Nevada
It
is
time
the
people
of this
inner
in its observation of National Posture Week. Frances Le Marie
wever, we do not believe county and of the State should
rise
Deto defend what little home (left) and Betty Turner (right) both of Las Vegas, Nev., were secrepresentatives of the
ond and third, respectively. (AP Wirephoto)
ment of Revenue came into rule we have left. When the
county with the thought in chairman of the Kentucky Tax to determine whether or not the mittee will know who have made
• of sufficiently well ac- Commission sees fit to disre- two field representatives had protests.
It.ng themselves with the gard the final action of the real information as to the propSincerely yours,
. •s• values as to be of real County Board of Supervisors and
J. Gordon LLstusby,
erty
values
Caldwell
in
county,
e We believe their ac- substitute therefor the opinion
Chairman, Caldwell
it is time to become alarmed.
.ve proved this statement, of two field representatives,
County Taxpayers
The
is
short
time
for
the
mailuse we believe that the without conducting any hearing
Committee
ing in of- the protests We have
Minor's Note: The Klwanix Club.
prepared the protests for your
the Rotary Club. the Junior Chamber
convenience in making same. We of Commerce, the Farm Bureau and
the Businens & Protersional
realize that many have already Club sponsored the Citizens Women's
Committee and joined In asking Conmilitslon
made their individual protests in er
Rees es to aid a tax re-assessment
addition to those who have pro- project In Caldwell county. The proposal was submitted to the Kiwanis
tested through this committee.
in open meeting and was approved by unanimous vote. The writer
Therefore, we urgently request of
the letter above was not present
that all who have made indivi- when It wax submitted to the Rotary
where It also was favored withdual protests advise this Com- Club,
out'• dissenting vote. The proposal
was also approved by Judge Clyde
mittee that they have so acted. ‘t*,,ort
mid the Fiscal Court and them,
You may do so by writing Gor- officials joined is requesting the help
don Lisanby or William E. Jones, of Mr. Reeves and his agents
Princeton. It is very important
that this be done so the com

isc Harrows, 5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft., 8 ft.
Fertilizer Distributors
Side Rake
Team Mowers
Rubber Tire Wagons
Drag Harrows
ultivators For A and B Tractors
Grain Drills
Hammer Mills
Combines

rdf
Series S• Meth

Yoe,. AUssing I

A shouted warning.• whiy.
•pered remark. • hatfbeerd
direction! Of coarse. you're
not "dear —bet isn't there •
lot you're mistingi
ou can do something
about your hearing loot right
now—before total deafness
creeps op on you. Many
thousands. realizing that s
Person seldom sets dee( all
at one., have turned OD Beltone for relief sod have beta
grateful ever S1OCO. For
Beitone lug been helpful,
bea
on
.
.
l..
y in
b..
ca7

U.S.ROYAL

of
roost

• More Comfort
• More Mileage
• Mere Safety

FREE BOOK

Gm the full facts on this
.k
COr
:O
IL:
I

—leers
I

dois
e for th• it
bard of
bearing. Let us send Tow
oar free booklet fall of
lotettStIOS facu. It. lib.
solamly free. All yew have
to do is ill out the coup*.
•nd seed it In. Do it nowt

FOR YOUR
OLD TIRES

Dial 2053

Cott/ 000.

Trained consulte•ta
tan it the Belton. to YOUR particular needs
whether they're mild or severe. And remember, NO BUTTON NEED SHOW IN THE
EAR!

13 62 --c*
opkinsville Road

le•ertl

0. A. ROLAND
Phone 4946
2031 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.

Philco Refrigerator

FREE 8008

I Please send me nimble FREE Booklet
about DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
OVERCOME IT.

I

Name

I

lam

Now During
PHILCO REFRIGERATION
WEEK

FREE ... Just for inquiring about Philco refrigerators this week - - - crystal water chiller - - - FREE!

oiner Hardware Co.
"Your Appliance Headquarters"

Millions of women come to
our stores every day to save
money on their family food
budgets.
But we are jua as proud of
the fine quality of our food
as we are of our thrifty prices.
For price without quality
means nothing. It is the combination of low prices and
high quality that builds
k&P's great values.
That is why we have been
able for many years to give
our customers this guarantee: "If for any reason anything you purchase is not
satisfactory, return it and
your money will be cheerfully
refunded."
'Your advice and suggestions can help us maintain
our high quality standards.
You will be doing us a favor
if you will let us know should
the quality of the food you
buy at A&P ever fail to satisfy
you.
And let us know, too, if
you have any suggestions as
to how we can make your
A&P store a better place to
shop. Please write:
Customer Relations Department,

ALL GOOD or DAWN

SLICED BACON
lb. 45c
SUGAR CURED

SMOKED PICNICS
lb. 37c

lb. 39c

_
CLASS OF'49
y

earned

ou've

We are all
proud of
the fine job you've done
Keep
it up!

the

right to "crow" if

you

like and

you have our

sincerest

applause and

admiration.

Three Sisters
Cafe
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

• SPEND LESS
EAT BETTER
BY SHOPPING AT YOUR A&P FOOD STORE
Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
Fresh — For Canning

HEAD
LETTUCE

PINEAPPLE
Jumbo 16 & 18 Size

BANANAS

Jumbo 48 size

Half crate $2.99
16 size, ea. 39c

Golden Ripe

lb. 15c

2 hds. 25c

18 size ea. 35c

EGG PLANT Large„,.,
GREEN PEPPERS ,„
GREEN CORN ,„.,i„
NEW POTATOES
BEVERAGES
OUR OWN TEA
FLOUR
PICKLES
FRUIT
CHUM SALMON
RITZ CRACKERS
PEACHES
TOMATO JUICE,.
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
DEXO SHORTENING

2 fo, 29c
2 for 19c
3
19c
4 ,.„25c
39c
10c
, 49c
25 lb. bag 1.49
25c
35c
for

size

lbs.

full qt. hot.

Yukon C:ubs1:111111:te

Sunnyfield

lb. pkg.

enriched, plain

Longs, sweet

mixed, still or sour

tit, Jaz

perfect strike

l-lb. tall c.a45c
n

31c
.25c
19c
•3
1,15
81c
3
2 ib..73c
23c
1-1b. box

Iona Sliced or Halves in Syrup

Any Chuck Cut

lb. 49c
Fresh Full Dressed

FRYERS
lb. 55c

tH

ED-O-BIT

No. 2/
1
2

46-oz. can

ib. bag

lb. can

CHEESE FOOD

OLEOMARGARINE

It's a bittersweet

No. 2/
1
2 can

N. B. C.

BEEF ROAST

a new phase of life.

stsillISHE5

COCKTAIL LibbyorDelmonte

SUGAR CURED

SLAB BACON

thing, this starting

The red tree moss. of the

•

Cut from 12 to 14 lb. avg. slab

FREE! Included at no extra cost a 35-piece set of
dinnerware - - - FREE. Philco is America's most
wanted refrigerator.
completely advanced design for '49.
completely advanced for '49.
• Philco is first with real refrigeration for all foods all the way to
the floor.
• Full width frozen food compartment is the greatest advance design feature in refrigeration at $70 to $100. Less than last
year's price.
• The greatest low-priced refrigerator ever built . . . unequalled
in appearance . unmatched in advanced design features . . .
with more fully usuable capacity than any other refrigerator in
sae and at its price.

Frankfort, — Commtssioner of
Agriculture Harry F. Walters
has annouyed dates for five district dairy shows to be held this
year in which 4-H and FFA
members are expected to exhibit'more than 1,000 animals. Last
year, the first in which the
shows were held, 731 animals
were exhibited.
The shows will be at Mayfield,
August 15; Bowling Green, August 16, Campbellsville, August
17; Shebyville, August 18 and
Flemingsburg, August 19.
George Harris, Carrollton„ and
C. S. Bell, Louisville, both former field agents in dairying at
the University of Kentucky, will
serve as judges for the show.
A $5,000 fund has been made
available by the General Assembly for conduct of the shows
and payment of premiums. The
Danish system of judging will
be used. The 4-H activities at the
shows are being administered
by J. W. Whitehouse, Lexington,
University of Kentucky 4-H
State leader. Jerry Montgomery,
Frankfort, is in charge of FFA
work.
Walters said at each of the five
shows there will be a showmanship ring and from that ring
nimals will be chosen eligible
to compete for the Commissioner's trophy at the Kentucky
state Fair in Louisville in Sepember. John Foster, field agent
O dairying at the University of
Kentucky, will judge the showanship rings.

Address
Town

plate.

11—siarve unless it
with deposits of sterling can get Site needles of the
Dougsilver In leafy designs.
las fir tree to eat.

MAIL COUPON

Beltone Hearing Service
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.

cake

overlaid

MONO-PAC
ONI-UNIT NUMMI MS
Fresh Tested batteries for all
makes. Mall us your battery
orders. We pay the postage.

and

Sandwich

made- of- -N310tfitl

A&P Food Stores,
420 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.

Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.

Buy A

'five Dairy Show
Dates Scheduled

Sure

Good

I lb ctn.

Whiting

OCEAN FISH
lb. 19c

JUST REDUCED!

SANDWICH COOKIEScremerilled

LACHOY CHINESE FOODS
Bean Sprouts, 18 as
14c
Chop Sum veg. 18 oz.
29c
Chop !tory, meatless,
No. 2 can

34e

ARMOURS

CORNED BEEF
12-oz. can 51c

pb, 27c

ARMOURS HOT

TAMALES
16-oz. glass 25c
WOODBURY FACIAL

SOAP
Reg. Mae
Large size

3 Bars

2Se

2 bars 28c

A&P Self Service
PETER

PAN

Peanut Butter
12 oz. jar 34c

SWIFTS

PREM
Luncheon Meat

12 oz. can 43c

,41
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20 Stdies Will

Send Top Stars
To Murray Game
Murray—A total of 20 states
will be represented by basketball players here June 11, when
the first annual North-South
basketball game is staged in
Carr Health building.
The affair brings together top
senior high school cagers of
the nation, coached by four of
the best high school mentors.
Kansas, lllinOis, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kentucky and Missouri
landed two men each on the
list of 24 players, while Utah
Ohio, New Jersey, New York,
Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Ari-

zona got one playei each.
In addition to these players
two coaches, one from Idaho and
one from Louisiana, come from
states that are not representeci
by players.
Pliayers on the North squad
include Harold Christensen,
Provo, Utah; Richard Knostman,
Wamego, Kansas; Clay Gray,
Newton, Kansas; Dave Richardson, Decatur, Ill.; Norm Schaulat,
Collinsville, Ill.; James Thomas,
La Crosse, Wise.; Carl Glocke,
Eau Claire, Wisc.; Ken Alessi,
Yorkville, Ohio; Steve Gepp;
Belmar, N. J.; and Barry Sullivan, New York, N. Y.
Players on the South squad
include Mason Cope, Brewers,
Ky.; Ches Riddle, Madisonville,
Ky.; Doug Atkins, Humboldt,
Tenn.; Gene Landolt, Bonne Terre, Mo.; Howard Heinen, Verona,
Mo.; Johnny Rye, Russellville,
Ark.; Gerald Stockton, El Reno,

Beautiful Gifts--'
-.Reasonably Priced
WALLPAPER
IMPERIAL CANDLEWICK
SYRACUSE CHINA
LAMPS
PICTURES
BOOKS
LUGGAGE and TRUNKS

CORNETTE'S GIFTS
Hopkinsville

Paint Specia
Government Surplus
Gray Paint

2.95 gal.
• The Government doesn't buy anything but the
best products.
• This paint was manufactured in 1942 accord-2
in to government specifications.
• When the one-gallon pails are mixed on
Joiner's Electric Paint Mixer the paint becomes as fresh as the day it came from the
vat.
• Shop - - - compare - - - get Joiner's savings.
• Especially recommended for houses, barns,
fences, outbuildings, roofs, garages, etc.
• The gray color looks newer longer.

JOINER'S
Your Red Spot Paint Store

Courtesy Is Expensive
Still water, Okla.—(AP)—The
Stillwater Police dsiattrinlant has
been to courteous—so it's going
to &ton. Mayor A. B. Alcott has
ordered police to discontinue the
courtesy of Inserting coins in
parking meters for motorists who
leave the money attached to
windshie'd wipers.
It seems motorists would not
slug the meters when they park.
Instead, they leave the eointirr
the officers—thus getting free
time.

cE—Princt
Margaret Rose of
AFTER AUDIENCE
Britain, dressed severely in l,lack leaves papal apartment in Vatican City with Msgr. Federico Calori di Vignale, papal chamberlain, after 20-minute private audience with Pope Pills XII in his
personal library. One of the Vatican's Swiss guards is at left. The
princess visited the pontiff over protests of two British Protestant
organizations, (AP Wirephoto via radio from Rome)

What It Means

The Hoover Commission's
Report To Congress

When you make chicken stew
brown the chicken parts slowly
and for a long time before adding
the liquid. The browining should
take from 20 to 30 minutes at
least and will make the gravy an
attractive, rich color. Parsley
dumplings are delicious served
with a chicken stew.
Administration. Veterans' Organizations already have raised
an uproar, and the armed services
are not expected to like the idea.
3. Transfer of the work of the
Army's Corps of Engineers to the
Interior Department. This would
be part of a plan to give Interior
full authortiy over all water development work and public power planning. The highly controversial public power and reclamation issues are involved
here.
4. Giving the Secretary of National Defense full power within
his department, denying the secretaries of each of the armed
forces their present right of appeal to the White House. In the
original unificatimt plan, the
Navy insisted on this right of appeal.
5. Turning the Civil Service
Commission into a policy making
body, with administrative agencies doing most of their own hiring and firing. Opponents see this
as a return to the spoils system.

277 recommendations. It has figtided that about 89 of them can
be put into effect by executive or
departmental orders. Congress
would have to act on the rest.
By passing the pending Reorganization Act of 1949, about 66
recommendations could be adopted. The President could make
extensive shifts in the present
set-up. He could do such things
as transfer the Coast Guard from
Treasury to Commerce; or place
the Reconstruction Finance Corp.,
the Export-Import Bank and the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
within Treasury. The commission
recommended these changes.
-7:**;T:
7•
The Reorganization Act has
passed the house. The House bill
••.
Okla.; Joe Richey, St. John's exempts certain agencies from
;:0
- 141
Ariz.; Johnny Estep, Meadow any general reorganization plan,
e• I
Bridge, W. Va.; Jippy Carter, but provides that each plan as
Charlotte, N. C.; Lonnie Quillen, submitted by the President shall
Norton, Va.; and Dale Hubbard, go into effect within 60 days if
Mobile, Ala.
not disapproved by both Houses
of Congress. The Senate version,
now pending on the Senate calenC/Ipper4.L..1.
der, contains no exemptions, but FOR RICHER
PASTURE
1.7.12111121M.177-1113"::: provides that a resolution of disLivestock thrive on
approval by either of the two
pasture land that is
Arnold Ligon Truck Line Houses can kill any plan subrich In minersls.
mitted.
Apply FOUR LEAF
Contact
Powdered Rock
The Budget Bureau analysts
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phosphate for
believe that 17 of the 277 recomg
richer pasture ...
mendations would require approand more profitpriation legislation. As for the reOS HATE, able livestock.
maining 105 recommendations, in
is irk
pea permisks node
The extent of this
the opinion of bureau experts
WRITE TO
agency's service is
Congress would have to pass laws
measured solely by
dealing specifically with them.
Thompson Phosphate Co.
the insurance reUnder this heading would come 407 S. Dearborn,
Chicago, Ill.
quirements of o u r
the commission's proposal that
clients. Whether your
an accountant general be estabneeds are large or
lished to supervise all accountsmall, don't hesitate
ing in the executive branch; the
to ask our advice. It
creation of a new welfare departwill be cheerfully
ment, and the authority for degiven without obligapartment heads to appoint posttion.
masters and other officials under
the rank of assistant secretary
without senate confirmation.
Many bills are now being preCOMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
pared by executive agencies to
provide the legislation required.
ni MIT.46*W Sr •
1949
The staff of the Hoover CommissIon itself is drafting about 14
bills to provide the legislation it
believes necessary. The commission also is in favor of the passage of the Reorganization Act,
although it wants no agencies exFor Factory Built, Low-Cost, empted.
These Hoover Commission proFine Quality Individually
posals, among others, are expectStyled Homes. Approved For
ed to arouse fighting fury:
FHA and other financing.
I. Creation of an accountant
For Further Details, Write or general, allowing the comptroller
general only a power of review
Call
over his decisions concerning accounting practices within the
executive agencies. The comptroller general is the agent of
Distributor
Congress. The President has no
control over him.
P. 0. Box 191
Phone 1599W3, 2. Transfer of most hospitals
Hopkinsville, Ky.
of the armed services and the
Veterans' Administration to a
new agency, the United Medical
Washington — The "Hoover
Commission's" report was a plan
of battle. It wp drawn up amid
intense controversies within the
I2-man, bipartisan commission itself—as revealed by the many
dissenting recommendations—but
the majority did agree on a program for reorganizing the executive branch of the government.
Now the bailie lines will form
in Congress. But much of the
program can be quietly adopted
by the President and his agency
chiefs if the President wishes to
do so. The Budget Bureau has
made a tentative analysis of the
commission's reports and has estimated that they contain about

MARK CUNNINGHAM

DEALER WANTED

WHAT A MILK PUNCH'
WHAT A MILK PUNCH!

Cats Wanted
no HEAD

HC CALLS IT HIS
' MILK PUNCH BECAUSE
HE GETS HIS STRENGTH
FROM DRINKING

PRINCETON(MAURY
MILK.

Saturday, May 21, Only

7//I'S

AT WATSON'S FEED STORF

t
Allm
"
MO 40

Must be full grown . . None purchased trom annom
Hours - - 7:00 A. M. to 5:00 P M

50c Females, $1.00 Males

PRICE

Aliecefrot
CREAMERY,
N(ETON,KY.

MARION PRODUCE
Phone 126

vat

3 lbs. Fermate, DuPont
2 lbs. Barmold (Blue Mold) _
1 lb. Phenothiazine
25c pt. Fly Funeral (DDT)
1 lb. Pest Master—wetable
powder, 50 percent DDT
1 lb. Smear 62
6 Pensticks,Penicillin For Mastitis
32 oz. Rex Wheat Germ Oil
1 lb. Globe Hog Tonic Powder

$2.49
.60
1.00
.19

all

thmn
'eves"
..,,ilat in clothing

,

Agriculture
Unlyerolt

:„ if pattern
-

Bill M
GuivrInt
VIVO FR
109 Short

HI

QUALITY

FINEST

HOUSE PAINT
By over 50 Years of Research
to produce the very finest of
House Paints.

SPARIellia BEAUTY

RICH NEW COLORS'

P.

P

111,11,

•

BY PATTERSON-SARGENT k

NO NEED TO
THE TOW-TR
IF YOU BUT
YOUR CAR IN

13a D
way to save mon
(ident. It pays in
do better • • • w
you're short of c
cash loon. You'll
It#0 • • • 4q
20-month repi,.
mints and longer

nieititu

BPS House Paint gives you a Pohl
Bonus...by giving
you extra year:of
I
paint beauty and .11putirrill
protection—at no
extra cost.

Vir -

(TO

The solid covering of
BPS House Paint does
a perfect job of hiding
the old surface.

YOU SAVE MONEY

•

The wide variety of
;Tr
pure, clear-toned
non-fading colors of
BPS House Paint
give that beautiful
long-lasting, fresh appearance.
BEST PAINT SOLD

DOES FARTHER

11011,1;

2 to 3 years of extra
protection.., and a feeling of pride that comes
from using the best.

W.:BAKKE
Princeton,

Ltt
irAjSE
-

IHli,IIflø

Only $4.95 per gal.

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Court Square

Phone 2585

•

0/49
OPPORTUNITY
IS KNOCKING!
emsivistateskuse
You've got a real
start toward your

fortune and fortune means a life.
well lived

Fame will
come with working
and work
makes a life
well lived

1.50
1.00
2.50
6.00
.60

WOOD DRUG STORE

of the
jits in mote

HOMEOWNERS:ftitz.‘t yaw AtMove
ziaieze ciawgpaintinvatoteszt-Aw
ite veAyetest-gag BPS-BEsrPAINT SOID.
A

ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH DEPT.

C

hion Pom
'iven
for SPr
aurt 1') '

<Pkosse., 161•PRI

Herdy F. Miller

WOOD DRUG STORE

1

Hopki4ville

Princeton

they're

rsda , Ma 19,949
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eliciting the streight of the goods
are not carefully observed In
placing the pattern on the material, the finished garment will
pull out of shape and fail to
to cut fabrics on the hang correctly, she stated. •
Other pointers on spring sewof the Material probably
ing made :by the fashion autharln ITION illlafitS for 'home
ty are: (1) Buy sanforized
cotIran all other causes, tons or those
labeled with a
miss Verna Late,
positive guarantee as to the
In clothing at the Col- amount of
shrinkage to be exof Agriculture and Home acted. Not bearing such
labels,
University of Kenthe fabric should be preshrunk
inmarkings
pattern
it
before making. (2) Check the
pattern
with body
measurements, then alter the pattern before cutting the garment. (3)
Keep trimmings simple. Trimming of the dress fabric or rows
of machine stitching are always
effective. (4) Check neckline to
see that it is neither too deep nor
wide. (5) Use pockets only if the
wearer can afford to accent the
hipline. (6) When stripes or
plaids are used, an extra amount
must be purchased to allow for
109 Short Street
careful matching of stripes or

shion Pointers
for Spring
'yen
,ire

I Only

TORE
from ruiners,

Males

CE

TVGA Tournament
Will Be Played
Here July 2/-29
150 Golfers From Three
States Expected
To Take Part In
Annual Event

The annual tournament of the
Tennessee Valley Got. Association will be played July 27-29
over the course of Princeton Golf
and Country Club.
Th e tournament will be
matched play, 16 to a flight.
ALICE MARIE WORD
CHARLES BASTIN
Qualifying will be July 27, and
Alice Marie Word of Christian county and Charles Bastin of
play will begin July 28. There
Jefferson county, 4-H club members, will get a first-hand view of
will be a Calcutta during the
how European farm people live. They will be among 27 club
play, tournament officials said.
members from 20 states to go abroad under an exchange plan to
About 150 players from about
get young people of various countries better acquainted. They
35 clubs in Kentucky, Tenneswill live oh farms, Miss Word in Denmark and Bastin in France.
Both are students in the College of Agriculture and Home Econom- see and Alabama are expected to
participate. The Association is
ics, University of Kentucky.
made up of clubs with nine-hole
courses.
Winner will receive a permanPrescribe Ration
A dairy heifer ration prescrib- ent trophy and will keep until
next year a silver tea service
ed by dairymen at Cie College
which rotates from winner to
of Agriculture and Home Eco- winner. His
name will be ennomics, University of Kentucky, graved on
the traveling trophy,
Motorists Urged To
includes one pound to a pound which goes to
winner for a
Guard Children Against and a half of grain and all the year. He will each
also receive other
hay the calf will eat, in addition prizes of merchandise
Such Accidents
.
Motorists are cautioned to to pasture.
All money received from club
NO NEED TO CALL
After grubs were found in entries and from
keep careful watch over childindividual encalves in one county, members try fees will be used
THE TOW-TRUCK GRIM
to provide
ren riding in automobiles to pre- of 4-H
clubs were advised to ex- prizes for those who place high
IF YOU BUT KEEP
vent the little folk from opening amine the backs of calves, and
in the tournament and for windoors and tumbling from moving to dust them with rotenone if ners in each flight. About $600
YOUR CAR IN TRIM
vehicles, Levi Oliver, State po- the parasite was found.
is expected to be spent for
prizes.
liceman, said last week.
The tournament is so arranged
The warning was issued after
that win, lose or draw a player
4-year-old Kahle Morris, son of
will have at least two days of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Morris,
Keeping your car up is a good
play. The first day he will qual*Route 1, Hopkinsville, was serisoy to save money. It may save the expense of a costly acify and the second day, if he
ously injured in such a fall near
cident It pays in other ways, too. You'll feel better . . . and
does not place high enough to
Golden
Pond
recently.
•
To
Be
Headquart
ers For be eligible as flight winner,
do better . . . with a good looking, smooth running car If
he
Mr. Oliver, who was second
you're short of cash . . phone or come in and get a friendly
Zone, Including
will have an opportunity to try
on
accident,
scene
the
of
the
cosh loon. You'll like our prompt confidential service.
for the consolation sprize in the
25 Counties
said the car was traveling at a
Highway Commissioner John
reasonable
of
rate
speed
when
a 20 ~ark to loot*, With our net
'
,
the child fell. He took Kahle to A. Keck has announced Madison20-month repayment plan you get the benefit of lower paythe Murray hospital immediate- ville has been selected as headments and longer terms.
quarters for a new zone-location
ly.
The State policeman, who is district. It will cover 25 Western
from Eddyville, is one of the Kentucky counties.
It will be called Zone D and
"flying squad" whose members
are sent wherever an additional take its counties from Zone A
W. MARKET ST.
PHONE 2881
man is needed. He was at Prince- with headquarters at Bowling
Worm Your Birds
Green.
Princeton, Ky. ;SORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
ton headquarters last week.
Keck said an office will be esRegular policeman at PrinceThis Easy Way
ton is James M. Darnell. The tablished at Madisonville, if adeheadquarters serves Caldwell, quate office space and housing
For a quick, efficient, easy
for personnel can be found at
Lyon and Crittenden counties.
flock worm - treatment, use
reasonable prices.
Dr. Salsbury's WORMIX.
"Establishment of a new zone
Seventeen and one third milRemoves large roundworms
lion women were employed in office, the fourth in the State, is
and cecal worms. Easy to
the United States in November, sorely needed to facilitate the demix — worming takes only
partment's current location pro11948.
a day or two.
gram," he said.
Cost is low. Replaids. (7) If buttons are used,
Lexington is headquarters for
member, for a
see that they are the kind that Zone
B and London for Zone C.
good flock-wormwill wash.
Lamar Riney, engineer former, it's WORMIX.
erly in charge of the Highway
Bey it here
Department's regular district
WOOD DRUG STORE
office at Bowling Green, will be
PHONE 2075
the new zone chief at Madisonville.
for
Wolf Kept Inside The Door
• GOOD QUALITY
Brunswick, Germany—.
A would-be burglar put his hand
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
through the window of a circus
caravan and had it severely bit*GOOD VALUE
ten by a Siberian wolf. The proprietor had left the wolf in the
• IN GOOD TASTE
caravan as "watch-dog". The
thief was traced by the police
when he sought medical aid.

Bill Mick

Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE

Little Boy Falls
From Moving Car

Dog Gone--And $12
London— (AP) —Sad story
from Our bun* Friends' League
(Paddington Branch):
A Londoner wanted a puppy.
He went to Petticoat Lane, Sunday morning outdoor market. He
paid $12 for what a peddler described as "a nice pup".
Three days later it got sick.
The man took it to a league veterinarian.
The veterinarian identified it
as "a very aged minature Yorkshire terrier with only two teeth
and a growth in its stomach. It's
about 12 years old," he said.
Eight weeks later it died.

Across a 350-mile stretch of
'wilderness in Labrador there is
believed to be a solid -trough of
iron ore running anywhere from
to 40 miles wade.
reilCans often Lillie to 41r.l&rs
fish into shallow water where
they can be caught more easily.

Dawson Road

Insurance
You

can't

get it by wire

After your home's on fire.
Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule

afternoon.
TVGA also sponsors a junior
tournament each year, this time
to be held the middle of July in
Cla rIcaville, Tenn.

Buick Sales &
Service
We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—

Applies.

C. A. Woodall

Clipper

B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge
of shop—

Ins. Agency
,

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
Intone 2016
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2441

— 117 W. Main St Princeton, Ky.

Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

13C DoCkaii

Madisonville To
Get Road Office

THER
overing of
Paint does
of hiding
C.

Parodic. —Dirinon

JnieNstate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY

you a Paint
1111111

6

7

PAINT
210 ism

ore
e 2585

MEMORIALS

Henry & Henry
Phone 3284

A Sweetheart on the Road!
The plain truth is you never drove a
car that displays so many different,
delightful and thrilling aspects when
in action as does this big, roomy,
lovely-looking 19,19 Pontiac.
It's,a treat just to sit behind the wheel and enjoy
Pontiac's Safe-T-New Driver View. resulting from
the A ide-Horizon windshield, slimmed corner
pillars and the lowered hood level.
When Pontiac's famous improved straight eight
or six cylinder engine idles, there isn't a sound

ww®

... and when it accelerates—zing! It takes the
toughest hills in an easy stride. You swing around
curves sarely. steadily and without sway. There's
magic in Pontiac's handling ease—comfort supreme in its exclusive new "Travelux" Ride and
wonderful convenience with General Motors
Hydra-Matie Drives.
Best of all—it's easy to own a Pontiac because
it's priced just shove the very lowest. Come in
today and satisfy yourself on Pontiac value.
•Hvdro-Mrsfie Drirw. white sidinralf lira. &sawn
peordm and frnder slato4da mailable at caws coos

M.& S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
201 E. Market St.

Here's convincing proof of low maintenance cost
on General Electric Refrigerators!

MATCHED SETS

tailored

Genera! At...

PrInceton, Ky.

Women generally have slightly
heavier brains titan men in proportion to the size of their
bodies.

for comfort

Records of Louisville Housing Commission show yearly maintenance as low as
16c per refrigerator

and
good looks

N. H. Dosker, Administrator of the Municipal Housing
Commission of the City of Louisville, states:
"Our Commission has from the beginning of its operation kept a detailed break-down of all maintenance costs on
our Public Housing Projects.

For work or play...puttering
around the house ...or on the
lob, you'll want the kind of
clothes with plenty of "elbow
and leg room"... yet neat oppeering, tool Well, men, Test
matched sets are "cut-out" for
youl Pants sizes are scientifically graduated for true comfort...
shirts ore "dress-shirt" tailored
for good looks! Mode of longlife fobrks and Sonforlzad•foe
looting All ...Test matched sots
give you long wear plus the
trim good looks you Mel

"We have General Electric Refrigerators in each of the
2669 dwelling units in the four projects referred to below.
"CLARKSDALE PROJECT: 786 General Electric Refrigerators installed July, 1940. Average maintenance cost over an
eight-year period-190 per refrigerator per year.
"BEECIIER TERRACE PROJECT: 808 General Electric Refrigerators installed October, 1940. Average maintenance cost
over an eight-year period-16c per refrigerator per year.
"PARKWAY PLACE PROJECT: 652 General Electric Refrig-

(„dJ.r./47

erators installed October, 1942. Average maintenance coat
over a six-year period-16c per refrigerator per year.
"SHEPPARD SQUARE PROJECT: 423 General Electric Refrigerators installed February, 1943. Average maintenance
cost over a six-year period-22c per refrigerator per year."

General Electric has the greatest public
acceptance of any refrigerator
Largely because of its record for dependability, the General
Electric Refrigerator is the refrigerator that surveys show to
be preferred by the highest percentage of women.
This Is an assurance of its acceptability when installed
in any housing project. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

anlegre177,
eq
3

Separate Pants Shirts to Match

You'll feel cool...comfortable...and look

More than 2 million G-E Refrigerators in service ten years or longer

your best...in this smart Mallory Straw with

its natty narrow band. Other Mallory Straws
include Cocoanut Straws, Bakus and Sailors.
All are Cravenette-showerproofed.
MAI
Won't you stop in and see them today?

GENERAL

Priced From $5.00 to $7.50
Regular and Long O'vals

S. SERMINARY ST.

ELECTRIC

PHONE 2081

ottard Pr
P

.....
TN•Zr .
491±111esimee.menummonam

Scouts To Attend
District Camporee

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Two Fredonia Churches
Sponsor

Vacation Bible

School And Revival

Warning Issued
About Army Worm

'Mors& ,Ma 19,1

Classified Ads

GE MAKES HISTORY with new
2053, Robinson Implement Co.
A combined daily vacation
cuts ... New Low Prices Make
9tc
Bible School of the Cumberland
GE Refrigerators the Buy of
May Attack County
Event Will Be Friday
Presbyterian and First PresbyNOW AVAILABLE: 6-86 and
Your Life . . . Act Now and
At Any Time, Mabry
terian Churches of Fredonia is
And Saturday At
20 percent phosphate. ImmedSave Idenele_Peistee4est _Lumber
a4-1,80.-o'cloeie
meeting
afeitels
-tate defitrerY.--iditchait -Impter•
Turkey Creek
Co
ltc
A warning to watch for army
About 12 boys from each of ternoon in the Cumberland Presltc
ment Co. Phone 3103.
_
Princetons Boy Scout troops, byterian Church. Rev. Ray Wig- worms has been issued by R. DON7 MISS Big Federated shoe
salesSalesman
or
WANTED:
sale--starts Fri. morning. Mens
county
Mabry,
Them
A
agent,
plan to attend the Three-Rivers ginton and the Rev. Virgil Weeks
lady to sell nationally adverStar Brand work shoes $3.77.
District Camporee Friday night are in charge. Teachers, assisted worms are doing considerable
tised merchandise In Caldwell
Mens $10.95 Dress Oxfords $5
workers,
other
each
by
of
decounties
damage in
west of
and Saturday at Turkey Creek
and Lyon counties. Write P.O.
& $6.88. Ladies all leather
partment are Mrs. Euclid Quer- Caldwell and it is possible they
on Kentucky Lake.
Box 27, Dawson Springs, Ky.
Peter's
Oxford
$1.00
Pr.
while
termous, beginner; Mrs. Jim will attack here at any time, he
2tp
The camporee will open at
they last- Federated Store.
Blackburn, junior, and Mrs. said.
5:30 o'clock Friday afternoon and lyan
H. Bennett, intermediateused.
and
new
PIANOS:
Both
NOW
The
AVAILABLE:
cornfields
of Glenn Farmer
4-8-8 and 20
close at 5:30 o'clock Saturday senior.
Revival services are con- have been riddled by worms, Mr.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
percent phosphate. Immediate
afternoon. Besides Troop 99 and
ducted each night, the Rev. Mr. Mabry said. Specknen have been
fiStp
delivery. Mitchell Implement .Hopkinsville, Ky.
Troop 42, Princeton, troops form
Weeks, Hopkinsvllle, in charge, sent to the University of KenCo. Phone 3163.
lie
Kuttawa, Eddyville and Marion
FOUND: Bracelet in basement
assisted by the Rev. Mr. Wig- tucky Experiment Station and a
are expected at the camporee.
at George Coon Library.
ginton. Luther Barnes is choir report was expected Wednesday NOTICE FARMERS: New Case
Scouters planning to attend
tractors, SC and VAC with
Owner can have same by callleader.
afternoon.
from here include W. D. Armcomplete equipment at baring at the desk, and paying
"Our neighbors in the western
strong, district chairman of
gain prices. Griffin & Sons
Itp
for this notice.
part of the State are using chlorcamping activities; R. S. Greg- Charter Night Dinner
Motor Sales, Mayfield, Ken- AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
dan to fight the worms," Mr.
ory; Joe Weeks, scoutmaster of Will Be May 27
glass cut and installed in all
tucky, Phone 1212-W.
1tp
Troop 42, and Jack Granstaff, Charter Night dinner meeting Mabry said. "The proportion is
cars. Williams Texaco Service
one
quart
of
chlorclan
to
NOTICE:
12
galHerman
Kennedy
wishassistant scoutmaster of Troop of the Council of Presbyterian
Station, Corner Plum & main.
lons of water."
es to announce that he is mov39.
Phone 557.
tfc
Men will be at 6:30 o'clock FriThis
Is
ing
to
be
used
only
his
second hand store, now
where
Patrols will compete in Scout- day, May 27, in the Annex of
livestock
located on Harrison street, to WANTED: Room and board in
can be kept off the
craft and stunts. Scouts will Central Presbyterian Church. The
fields for a period of three weeks
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Washington.
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ter what your past work has Card Of Thanks
been. All we aisle is that you
We wish to thank our many
be willing to study and learn, friends and neighbors for their
as we teach you our work. It kind words, expressed sympawill be necessary that you be thy and the beautiful floral ofwilling to get along on $35.00$55.00 per week for the first
4-4n 4 weektaeasaing
our work. You moat be able to
give the names of 3 people who
will vouch for your honesty
and integrity. We prefer men
who are married or who have
some responsibility. I would
also like to talk with a few
men who are mechanically inclined and who know a good
thing then they see it. Therefore, if you are honest and of
willing
good character, a
worker and neat in appearance
come and talk with me. Ask
for Mr. Sanders, Factory Representative, Henretta Hotel.
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FOR SALE: 2 used ice boxes.
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We have in stock a few tobacco planters.
See these planters today.

CLASS OF 1949

For Complete Hardware Service Shop

ghe checkered

flag is flashed
only for the
winner.
Take it easy on the curve
and make it a good race.

RANDOLPH MOTORS

•

ON DISPLAY
AND FOR DEMONSTRATION

Cars of Distinction

HARDWAL
I CO.
Clneorparetadi
St.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Tenth and Virginia

APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
20 or. Jar

Let us demonstrate these fine cars to you. We will be at the
SHELL SERVICE STATION, now located at the corner of McGoodwin and Madisonville on Route 62.

BABY FOOD, Gerber's, assorted
strained, 41 i oz. can
CANDY BARS, popular variety
6 for
CHILI SAUCE, Stokely's
12 oz. bottle
AMERICAN CHEESE, Fisher's
2 lb. loaf

TOMATO CATSUP, Mary's Choice
14 oz. bottle

21(

PUFFED WHEAT, Jersey
8 oz. pkg.

15(

RICE PUFF'S, Jersey,
8 crz. pkg.

HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. box

view of present-day increased values,
such a payment might prove a heavy
burden to you. Ask us now about ADEQUATE insurance to value on your prop-

Please Call Bob Edwards For Demonstration

erty.

Phone 2831

HopkinsvilleLincoln-Mercury,Inc.
Phone 125

S. Harrison St.

Hopkinsville, Kenfucky

Phone 2620

. 11(

CORN, -PennYsaver, white cream
. 121(
-oz.a ciant.y.i.e,
country gentlemen, 19c

TOMATO SOUP, Heinz,
11 oz. can
JELLO, Royal, assorted flavors
3 pkgs.

35(

PRESERVES, Pure Apricot,
Smucker's 32 oz. Jar
LIME,
10 lb. bag

11

SARDINES, Sea-lect
16 oz. can

MEAT SPECIALS

SLICED BACON 1 lb h,pr,
SMOKED PICNIC HAMS
KY. WONDER POLE BEANS,
pound
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Shankless, Armour Star or Swift Premium
4 to 6 pound average ........

hitiP St
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eeleC

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
YELLOW ONIONS, Texas
3 lbs. for

John E. Young Ins. Agency

....

CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tail can

TOMATO JUICE, College Inn
46 oz. can

own pocket to pay part of the loss. In

111(

SODA CRACKERS, Sunshine Krispy
1 lb. box

FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag

PEAS, Playfair, extra standard
PI oz. can

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MAY 20 and 21

Highway 41-W

294

CORN, Sky High, cream style country
gentlemen, extra standard, 19 oz. can I

IF Fire should catch you UNDER-INSUR-

Boys From P
And Kuttaw
Port
rwenty-two

PORK & BEANS, Joan of Arc,
fancy, No. 300 can

JELLY, Blackberry, Smucker's
pure, 10 oz. jar

ED you might have to dig deep into your

sS
2CO
lc

ASPARAGUS, Val Vita, green tips
picnic size

FROSTEE DESSERT, Lipton's Ice
cream Mix, pkg.

Yes, You'll Dig
Down DEEP

Ills
ithe latter sw.
.d,tr
he
. said,
t--

RED FRONT OFFERS

TURNIP GREENS, Nancy Lee
fancy, 18 oz. can

The Hopkinsville Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
Agents For Princeton And Caldwell County

Phone 332

23f
25(

LETTUCE,4 doz. size,
head
WINESAP APPI.ES, fancy Virginia
150 size, lb.

Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A.
MWVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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